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PARPACK is an open-source Arnoldi/Lanczos eigensolver package which

is compatible with a number of distributed parallel computing schemes. This

thesis concentrates on a set of driver routines for PARPACK that were devel-

oped for use in the Automated Multilevel Substructuring (AMLS) vibration

analysis software package developed at The University of Texas at Austin.

AMLS requires many truncated eigensolutions to symmetric generalized alge-

braic eigenvalue problems. There is a need in AMLS to solve these problems

in several different computing regimes, from serial execution on a single pro-

cessor, to parallel execution on multiple nodes of a distributed computing

cluster. This work is designed to enable evaluation, selection, and develop-

ment of PARPACK capabilities for the variety of eigensolutions required by

AMLS.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The methods and capabilities described in this thesis are intended for

use in the model reduction phase of the Automated Multilevel Substructuring

(AMLS) vibration analysis software package from The University of Texas at

Austin. AMLS is the name of both a numerical method and a software package

that implements the method. The AMLS software package is licensed to many

companies in the automobile industry. It is used to analyze and predict the

structural dynamic (vibration) behavior of finite element models.

In the auto industry, AMLS is typically used for Noise, Vibration, and

Harshness (NVH) simulation. NVH analysts are primarily interested in ob-

taining frequency response functions (FRFs) which predict the vibration am-

plitude of a point on the structure or the acoustic noise level as a function

of excitation frequency. For example, the FRFs may be used to predict the

vibration of the steering wheel, or the sound pressure level inside a vehicle

over a range of frequencies.

In order to obtain the FRFs, a structural finite element (FE) model

of the vehicle must be analyzed. In general, an FE model of a structure is

represented by a stiffness matrix K and a mass matrix M , along with several
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damping matrices. This work is concerned with solving eigenvalue problems in

AMLS defined in terms of stiffness and mass data, but unaffected by damping

matrices.

Each row and its corresponding column in the K and M matrices are

associated with a “degree of freedom” (DOF) of the structure. An FE model

is a discretization of the structure into many tiny elements, each of which is

defined by nodes on its perimeter and possibly in its interior. The degrees of

freedom are the different ways that the nodes can move. In the most general

case, a node has six degrees of freedom, including a translation and a rotation

associated with each of the three Cartesian axes in three-dimensional space.

If the FE model has a total of n nodes, then it would have a possible total of

6n DOFs.

Typically, the FE models that are used in the automobile industry for

NVH analysis have between 5 and 12 million degrees of freedom. The stiffness

and mass matrices are symmetric and have dimensions equal to the number

of global degrees of freedom. They can be used to form a large generalized

symmetric eigenvalue problem (EVP)

KΦ = MΦΛ (1.1)

where Φ is a matrix of eigenvectors and Λ is a diagonal matrix containing the

corresponding eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of the system are the squares of

the natural or resonant frequencies of vibration of the structure. The eigen-

vectors of the system are referred to as the modes of vibration, which describe
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the physical deformation of the structure associated with their corresponding

natural frequencies of vibration.

The response of the structure to a harmonic excitation at a particular

frequency can be computed as the sum of the responses of each of the modes of

vibration to the excitation. The amplitude of a mode’s response is maximum

when the frequency of the harmonic excitation is equal to the natural frequency

of that mode. The response amplitude of a mode quickly falls as the excitation

frequency becomes farther from the natural frequency of the mode. Therefore,

the modes of vibration that correspond to natural frequencies that are far

from an excitation frequency of interest do not contribute significantly to the

response at that frequency.

NVH analysts are typically interested in the frequency response of a

structure up to a certain maximum frequency. Thus, the modes whose natural

frequencies are significantly above the maximum frequency of interest are not

needed. Therefore, the FRFs that NVH analysts desire require only a trun-

cated eigensolution. Typically, the maximum frequency of interest is used to

determine a global cutoff frequency which defines the point at which modes

with natural frequencies above the cutoff can be truncated.

1.1 The Lanczos Method for Obtaining Truncated Eigen-
solutions

The Lanczos method is an iterative Krylov subspace projection method

for efficiently obtaining a desired subset of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
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associated with a given algebraic eigenvalue problem (EVP) [26]. Until re-

cently, the typical approach to finding a truncated eigensolution for the global

generalized eigenvalue problem was to use a Lanczos eigensolver on the global

K and M matrices. However, for very large matrices, a number of problems

arise.

One problem is that the K and M matrices may be so large that the

computations cannot fit within the core memory of the computing platform.

Therefore, the computations must be computed in stages with the intermedi-

ate results transferred between core memory and hard disk. The operations

require massive memory bandwidth to handle the large amount of hard disk

I/O involved. For example, Lanczos eigensolver methods require a large num-

ber of eigenvalue “shifts”, to maintain a high convergence rate. Each shift

requires a large matrix factorization which must take place “out of core”. The

complications involved in using Lanczos methods to solve the truncated global

EVP of a very large structural FE model have led to the development of more

efficient methods.

AMLS has replaced the “global” Lanczos approach as a new standard

for solving the global EVP in the automobile industry. In the next section,

it will be shown that AMLS actually employs a Lanczos eigensolver through-

out its model reduction phase. However, AMLS solves many small “local”

eigenvalue problems for truncated solutions by using Lanczos methods, rather

than using a Lanczos solver on the global K and M matrices. These smaller

problems can be solved “in core” and many can be solved simultaneously in
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parallel.

1.2 AMLS: The Truncated Substructure EVP

AMLS is a method of reducing the massive global eigenvalue problem

into manageable chunks that can be solved individually and reassembled to

obtain an approximation of the global eigensolution for an FE model. The

AMLS method is a multilevel extension of Craig-Bampton component mode

synthesis [2]. The idea is that a truncated eigensolution is desired, but rather

than truncating the global eigensolution, AMLS truncates a large number of

subproblem eigensolutions instead. The portion of AMLS in which these trun-

cated subproblem eigensolutions are computed is called the model reduction

phase.

The physics of structural vibration are such that the amplitudes of the

vibrations decrease greatly as the frequency of vibration increases. Addition-

ally, FE models represent motion in the lower portions of the frequency range

more accurately than in the higher portions. For these reasons, NVH analysis

addresses the lower frequency range, typically below 1000 Hz.

One of the keys to AMLS is to represent the motion of the structure just

well enough to obtain the desired degree of accuracy in the frequency range

that is of interest. One way this is done is to break the global structure into

small pieces called “substructures”, for which local substructure eigenvalue

problems can be formed. These substructure eigenvalue problems can each be

truncated locally rather than truncating the global problem.
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First, a master set of degrees of freedom (DOFs) is chosen which is

intended to be a representative set of the global DOFs of the structure along

with the DOFs associated with all of the points of interest on the structure.

The remainder of the FE model is partitioned into substructures by the nested

dissection process [10]. Imagine that the DOFs associated with a set of adja-

cent nodes are chosen such that the remaining DOFs are separated into two

sets that are not coupled through K or M . Let this set of DOFs be called the

“root separator” or “root substructure”. The remaining DOFs are divided by

the root separator into two sets, each of which can be divided again. Each set

of DOFs is referred to as a substructure because it is associated with a unique

portion of the global DOFs of the structure. Each implicit bisection creates

additional separators until the model has been divided into sufficiently small

substructures. Both the sets of DOFs associated with the separators, and the

sets of DOFs which they divide are referred to as substructures.

A simple example of the substructuring process is shown in Figure 1.1.

The graphic represents a rectangular 2-D domain which is modeled as a col-

lection of square elements which are defined by the nodes. Typically, a multi-

million degree of freedom FE model of a vehicle is recursively subdivided until

the smallest substructures contain less than two thousand degrees of freedom.

In this simple case, if the nodes of substructures 4 and 6 are all allowed to have

6 DOFs, both substructures would have 72 DOFs. Each of these substructures

would have an associated substructure mass matrix and a substructure stiff-

ness matrix, each of which would be 72× 72.
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Figure 1.1: FE model of a rectangular 2-D domain being partitioned into
substructures.

The nested dissection process creates a substructure tree, which is

shown in Figure 1.2 for the simple structure described above. The substruc-

tures at the bottom contain the only remaining DOFs that are not part of a

separator and are referred to as “leaf” substructures. The substructures be-

tween the leaf substructures and the root separator are referred to as “branch”

substructures and they are each associated with a particular separator from

the bisection process.

An important concept in understanding AMLS is the idea of “con-

densation”. The stiffness information associated with the nodes in a given

substructure can be condensed onto the degrees of freedom associated with

the separator just above it in the substructure tree. The condensation of stiff-
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Root Substructure

Branch Substructures

Leaf Substructures

Figure 1.2: Substructure tree for the rectangular 2-D domain.

ness information is referred to as Guyan reduction or static condensation [9].

Essentially, this process can be thought of as removing the set of DOFs as-

sociated with a given substructure from the model by enriching the DOFs of

its separator with information representing the substructure’s stiffness proper-

ties. All of the stiffness information associated with the substructures below a

given separator in the substructure tree must be statically condensed onto that

separator before its substructure eigenvalue problem can be computed. The

condensation process provides a method for reducing the order of the finite

element model while preserving all stiffness information.

The purpose of the model reduction phase of AMLS is to reduce the size

of the model while preserving enough information to maintain accuracy in the

desired frequency range. The process begins at the bottom of the substructure

tree with the leaf substructures. A truncated set of eigenvectors is computed

for each of the leaf substructure eigenvalue problems. The stiffness information

associated with every leaf substructure is then “condensed” onto the DOFs of
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its separator, which reduces the size of the FE model. This process is repeated

for the branch substructures all the way up the substructure tree.

Once the stiffness information for the entire model has been condensed

onto the root separator, a truncated eigensolution for the substructure EVP

associated with the root separator is found. The stiffness matrix for the root

separator now represents the stiffness information of the entire model, which is

finally condensed onto the master set of DOFs. The master set of DOFs forms

a reduced model which, along with all of the truncated sets of substructure

eigenvectors, is used in the subsequent phases of AMLS to find an approximate

global eigensolution and generate the desired FRFs.

An important feature of the AMLS method is that the substructure

EVPs at any given level of the substructure tree are not coupled in any way.

The dependencies between the substructure eigenvalue problems are restricted

to the parent-child relationships within each branch of the tree. So the sub-

structure EVPs associated with any given branch of the substructure tree do

not depend on the substructure EVPs of any other branch. Thus, the substruc-

ture EVPs within separate branches of the substructure tree can be divided

up amongst the available processing cores on a parallel computing platform

in a fairly straightforward manner. NVH analysis in the automobile industry

typically involves machines with 4 processing cores. In the near future, the

industry is likely to use machines with between 16 and 128 processing cores.

Consider the case where the leaf substructure EVPs are distributed over

a number of multi-core symmetric multi-processing (SMP) computing nodes
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networked to form a distributed computing cluster containing 8 processing

cores. For simplicity, let a single core be associated with each of the eight

substructures in the lowest level of the substructure tree shown in Figure 1.3.

This level of the substructure tree is referred to as the “coupling datum” and

it is the point above which the branch EVPs begin to involve more than one

processing core. Each processing core solves all of the substructure EVPs

in its assigned branch starting with the leaf substructures. As the model

reduction process moves above the coupling datum, more and more processing

cores become involved in each successive EVP. Finally, the root substructure

eigenvalue problem involves all of the computing cores available.

Datum

Serial Operations

Operations

Parallel

Coupling

Figure 1.3: Coupling datum of substructure tree.

As mentioned earlier, the modes of vibration associated with higher

natural frequencies can be truncated without adversely affecting the accuracy

of the approximation in the lower frequency range. The global cutoff frequency

is used to determine a substructure cutoff frequency, typically about five times
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higher than the global cutoff [2]. In AMLS, only the eigenvectors associated

with eigenvalues below the substructure cutoff for each substructure are found.

It is common for less than 5 percent of the substructure eigenpairs to be found.

Each truncated substructure EVP is solved by using a Lanczos eigen-

solver method because only a small number of the lowest eigenpairs are needed.

The computing regimes in which the substructure EVPs are obtained range

from serial execution on a single computing core to parallel execution involv-

ing all of the cores available on a distributed computing platform. It is clear

that in order for AMLS to work efficiently in parallel on distributed memory

platforms, a very versatile Lanczos eigensolver is required.

1.3 A Parallel Lanczos Solution for AMLS

Several methods of implementing Lanczos eigensolver schemes in paral-

lel were investigated for this work. For both serial and parallel Lanczos eigen-

solver implementations, the open-source ARPACK [12–14] software libraries

were employed. ARPACK provides a set of Lanczos eigensolver routines

equipped with a “reverse communication” interface. PARPACK is a parallel

version of the package which uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI) stan-

dard for distributed parallel communication. Both ARPACK and PARPACK

are based on an improved variant of the classical Lanczos methods called the

implicitly restarted Lanczos method (IRLM).

ARPACK’s use of a reverse communication interface is one of the rea-

sons that the software package is so flexible. ARPACK takes care of the central
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management of the iterative Lanczos method, but the user is required to per-

form the large linear algebra operations. The reverse communication interface

is used by ARPACK to request the results of these linear algebra operations

from the user or calling software program. This leaves the developer free to

chose how the linear algebra operations are computed and which mathematics

libraries will be employed. In the case of PARPACK, the operations are de-

signed to be run in parallel, but there are no restrictions on the parallel matrix

distribution, data storage scheme, or parallel math libraries that are used as

long as the input parameters that are sent to PARPACK are in the specified

forms.

Lanczos methods, which are discussed in Chapter 2, typically require

a large number of matrix-vector products. In fact, matrix-vector products are

the only operations that are requested by the ARPACK reverse communication

interface. All other mathematical operations involved in the IRLM process are

obscured from the user. It is instructive to consider the various matrix-vector

products that are required in the IRLM process. The following is a brief

overview provided to illustrate some of the basic operations that are required

by ARPACK. Note that Chapter 5 covers this information in much more detail

than is given here.

The descriptions below and throughout the remainder of this thesis will

generally employ Householder notation [7] for scalars, vectors, and matrices.

In this notation:
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• A,M,K,Φ, . . . - Capital Greek or Latin letters are used to denote ma-

trices.

• q, w, x, y, z, . . . - Lower-case Latin letters are used to denote vectors with

the exception of φ which is always used to denote an eigenvector.

• α, β, γ, . . . - Lower-case Greek letters are used to denote scalars with the

exception of φ mentioned above.

Matrix elements and submatrices will be referred to with Mathscript colon

notation [4] in which A(i, j) represents an element in the ith row and jth

column of A. Furthermore, A(i : 50, j) represents the set of elements in rows

i through 50, and column j of matrix A. A single colon denotes the set of all

rows or columns of A. Hence A(i, :) represents all of the elements in the ith

row of A.

The symmetric generalized EVP for a given substructure is shown be-

low:

Kφ = λMφ→Mφ =
1

λ
Kφ = λ̂Kφ (1.2)

where the equation has been rearranged so that 1
λ
K is on the right side for

reasons discussed in Chapter 5. For now, simply consider this to be the form

of the generalized EVP that is solved in the generalized eigensolver mode

of ARPACK. In this mode, ARPACK requests three different matrix-vector

products with a vector q : K−1Mq, Mq, and Kq. If K is positive definite,

then the Cholesky factorization of K is given by K = UTU . Therefore, the
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first matrix-vector product can be found as follows:

K−1Mq = (UTU)−1Mq = y (1.3)

−→ z = Mq → w = U−T z → y = U−1w (1.4)

where two triangle solves are used rather than computing K−1.

Additionally, the generalized eigenvalue problem can be transformed

into standard form

Aφ̂ = U−TMU−1φ̂ = λ̂φ̂ (1.5)

in which U is the Cholesky factor of K. The eigenvalues of the problem

are unchanged by the transformation. The eigenvectors of the standard form

eigenvalue problem, φ̂, must be transformed back to those of the original gen-

eralized problem by using a triangle solve operation: φ = U−1φ̂.

In standard eigensolver mode, PARPACK requests matrix-vector prod-

ucts involving the transformed matrix A. The primary question when imple-

menting this method is whether or not to explicitly form the A matrix, or to

simply produce the “action of A” by using solves with the Cholesky factor

of K. In the simplest case, forming A explicitly requires two square triangle

solves with M and U , as indicated by Equation 1.5. However, once the matrix

is formed, matrix-vector products involving A are easily computed.

Conversely, producing the action of A without forming A explicitly

requires two triangle solves with a single right hand side for every matrix-

vector product that is required:

U−TMU−1q = y (1.6)
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→ z = U−1q −→ w = Mz → y = U−Tw. (1.7)

If the number of eigenpairs to be obtained from ARPACK is very small, this

method can be more efficient than forming A explicitly. As this number in-

creases, there is a point at which forming the A matrix becomes the less costly

method. This crossing point must be determined through testing.

Multiple factors determine which method for solving the generalized

EVP is most efficient. All of the methods involve the need for efficient parallel

routines for obtaining matrix-vector products, triangle solves, and Cholesky

factorizations. There are several parallel open-source software packages avail-

able that offer these capabilities. However, in the course of the development

of a distributed memory (MPI compatible) version of AMLS, there has been a

desire for customized parallel math libraries that would outperform currently

available open-source packages such as ScaLAPACK [20].

Research and development by the author, along with colleague Jack

Poulson, have yielded two libraries of parallel linear algebra routines. The

Elemental BLAS library and the Elemental LAPACK library contain all of

the necessary linear algebra operations that are needed to solve the substruc-

ture EVPs in the model reduction phase of AMLS. They are based upon an

elemental 2-D cyclic distributed matrix library which is described in Chapter

3. The parallel linear algebra libraries are described in detail by Poulson in

[19] and have been shown to provide significant performance increases over

ScaLAPACK.
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The AR driver library is a set of drivers for the PARPACK reverse

communication interface that were designed specifically for the model reduc-

tion phase of AMLS. The drivers were built around the Elemental BLAS and

Elemental LAPACK parallel math libraries. The Elemental BLAS library

was built to employ both MPI and OpenMP for parallel execution. MPI is a

parallel computing standard that supports parallel execution on distributed-

memory computing clusters [15]. Conversely, OpenMP is a standard designed

for parallel execution on shared-memory symmetric multi-processing (SMP)

computing platforms only [18]. Thus, the AR Driver library provides AMLS

with a robust hybrid MPI/OpenMP parallel Lanczos eigensolver capability.

1.4 Overview of Topics

The remainder of this thesis discusses the development and implemen-

tation of the AR Driver library for AMLS. Chapters 2 and 3 both provide

introductions to the concepts that are needed to discuss the implementation

of the AR Driver library. Chapter 2 presents a brief survey of relevant math-

ematical concepts and introduces the implicitly restarted Lanczos method.

Chapter 3 discusses an elemental 2-D cyclic distributed matrix library, intro-

duces notation, and provides a framework to discuss the parallel math libraries.

The chapter also discusses pure MPI and hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming

models in the context of parallel matrix-matrix multiplication.

Chapter 4 discusses the parallel math libraries that employ the elemen-

tal 2-D cyclic distributed matrix library. The chapter includes an overview

16



of the techniques used to develop the parallel math libraries. Each of the

routines used in the ARPACK drivers is discussed. Parallel data redistribu-

tion operations are introduced which are used throughout the parallel math

libraries.

Many of the algorithms used in the parallel math libraries were devel-

oped by Jack Poulson. Chapter 4 includes discussion of several of his routines

which are essential to the AR Driver library: matrix-matrix multiplication

(EGEMM), Cholesky decomposition (EPOTRF), and the transformation from

the generalized to the standard algebraic eigenvalue problem (ESYGST). Addi-

tionally, algorithms are discussed in detail for a parallel UTDU decomposition

and a parallel triangle solve with a single right hand side (ETRSV), both of

which were developed by the author.

Chapter 5 discusses the implementation of the PARPACK drivers, re-

ferred to as the AR Driver library. The chapter discusses both the “standard”

and “generalized” versions of the drivers. Several issues regarding the trans-

formation of the generalized EVP to standard form are discussed. Chapter

5 also discusses the use of Sturm sequence checks, convergence criteria, and

residual calculations as they relate to the AR driver library.

A discussion of performance testing and results is found in Chapter 6.

The hybrid MPI/OpenMP scheme discussed in Chapter 3 was investigated on

several high performance distributed computing clusters. The hybrid scheme

is compared with a pure MPI implementation of distributed matrix-matrix

multiplication. The performance of the AR driver library was benchmarked
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as well. The various versions and options in the drivers are compared in order

to provide an idea of what configurations work best in various situations.

Finally, a brief discussion of conclusions is provided in Chapter 7.

The advantages and disadvantages of the hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming

model are discussed. A presentation of lessons learned during the development

of this work is given as well. Finally, an overview of desired future work is

presented in order to provide direction for extension of this research.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Concepts

The eigensolver methods employed in the ARPACK routines which are

used in AMLS are all variants of the implicitly restarted Lanczos method

(IRLM). This method iteratively produces a set of so-called Ritz vectors and

Ritz values that approximate a desired subset of eigenvectors and eigenvalues

of a given matrix. IRLM is a Krylov subspace method, which means that

it involves an iterative formation of a basis for a Krylov subspace. Given a

matrix A and a vector q, a Krylov subspace of order j can be expressed in the

form shown below.

κj(A, q) = span{q, Aq,A2q, A3q, . . . , Aj−1q} (2.1)

In order to introduce the implicitly restarted Lanczos method, it is

helpful to review the essential numerical ingredients that are used in IRLM.

The implementation of shift strategies is discussed, including the use of Sturm

sequence checks. This is followed by an introduction to the classical Lanczos

process. Finally, all of these elements are brought together as the implicitly

restarted Lanczos method is presented. It is not necessary to discuss the finer

details of IRLM for the purposes of this thesis. It is, however, advantageous
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to understand the basics of the method in order to interpret interactions with

the ARPACK reverse communication interface.

2.1 Shift Strategies in AMLS

It is well known that the convergence of iterative methods, such as

inverse iteration, the QR algorithm, and the Lanczos process, can be improved

via shifting. The matrix is shifted by some constant, ρ, and the iterative

method is performed on the shifted matrix. Consider a matrix B that is equal

to a matrix A ∈ Rn×n shifted by ρ, or B = (A − ρI). It can be shown that

the eigenvectors of B are the same as those of A, whereas the eigenvalues are

shifted: λ(B) = λ(A)− ρ [26].

It is clear that if ρ is chosen to be very close to the ith eigenvalue of A,

λi(A), then λi(B) becomes very small. In fact, if ρ is close enough to λi(A),

then λi(B) is small compared to the rest of the eigenvalues of B. This causes

rapid convergence for iterative methods that converge to the eigenvalues that

are smallest in magnitude.

Additionally, if the approximate eigenvalues of A are obtained by some

means, the corresponding approximate eigenvectors can be obtained with very

minimal cost by employing “exact” shifts. Theoretically, if an exact eigenvalue

is used as a shift, the method will converge in a single iteration to the cor-

responding exact eigenvector. Iterative methods with “exact” shifts actually

use the approximate eigenvalues as shifts, and thus, for a given approximate

eigenvalue, the method converges in just a few iterations to the corresponding
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approximate eigenvector. This idea is employed in the implicitly shifted QR

algorithm, which uses the approximate eigenvalues as shifts in order to obtain

the corresponding eigenvectors.

In AMLS, the set of desired eigenpairs corresponds to eigenvalues in

the extreme lower part of the spectrum. Thus, a shift of zero (no shift) is

a natural choice. However, if enough eigenpairs are desired, a nonzero shift

might prove to be advantageous to enhance convergence for eigenvalues that

are higher in the spectrum. Most likely the number of eigenpairs desired is

small enough that only one shift is needed, if any. It should be noted that each

time the matrix is shifted, a new factorization is required in order to perform

the solves involved in the iteration. The net gain obtained by an enhanced rate

of convergence must be balanced with the cost of an additional factorization.

Indeed, the measure of the advantage gained by shifting the matrix de-

pends on the number of eigenpairs that are desired. If approximate eigenvalues

have not been computed yet, a method for finding how many eigenvalues ex-

ist below a certain cutoff value is essential for planning a shift strategy. One

such method, the Sturm sequence check, will be discussed in the following sec-

tion. The application of shift strategies in the AR driver library is discussed

in Chapter 5.

2.2 The Sturm Sequence Check

A Sturm sequence check, named for Jacques Sturm [6], is a method

of finding the number of eigenvalues that exist below a specified maximum
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value for a given matrix. This is a very important tool in AMLS because a

cutoff frequency or maximum eigenvalue is always specified. In fact, ARPACK

requests as an input the number of eigenvalues desired, rather than a maximum

value or cutoff.

Consider a matrix A and a maximum eigenvalue λmax. A typical ex-

ample of a shifted factorization for a Sturm sequence check is shown below

(A− λmaxI)→ UTDU (2.2)

where the matrix is shifted by λmax before undergoing a UTDU decomposi-

tion, in which U is upper triangular and D is diagonal. It is important that

the UTDU decomposition not involve any pivoting so as to preserve the sign

information on the diagonal. The elements of D form a Sturm sequence, from

which it can be shown that the number of negative elements in D corresponds

to the number of eigenvalues less than λmax [6].

This method of finding the number of desired eigenvalues is helpful in

more ways than one. If the number of eigenvalues that are desired is high

enough, it might be a good idea to employ a shift strategy that starts out with

a shift of zero and obtains only the portion of the desired eigenpairs corre-

sponding to the smaller eigenvalues. To obtain the eigenpairs corresponding

to higher eigenvalues, a shift of λmax could be used. The advantage of using

a shift of λmax is that an extra factorization is not required because a UTDU

decomposition was already performed for the Sturm sequence check.

The Sturm sequence check can be applied directly to the generalized
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symmetric substructure eigenvalue problems that are solved in AMLS as fol-

lows:

(K − λmaxM)→ UTDU (2.3)

where K and M are the substructure stiffness and mass matrices, respectively.

The number of negative elements in D is the number of eigenvalues less than

λmax, just as in case of the standard EVP. Recall from Chapter 1 that the form

of the generalized symmetric EVP solved for the substructures is actually

Mφ =
1

λ
Kφ = λ̂Kφ (2.4)

where λ̂ represents the reciprocal of the actual desired eigenvalue. Therefore,

if k is the number of eigenvalues below λmax that is provided by the Sturm se-

quence check, AMLS proceeds to find the k largest eigenvalues of the modified

EVP shown above.

The question of whether or not a shift and invert strategy is helpful

can only be answered through testing. If it is possible to track the rate of

convergence of the iterative method in question, one could possibly determine a

minimum rate at which a new shift would create a net gain in performance. Of

course, the decision of whether or not to shift depends on how many eigenvalues

remain to be found. Employing a shift of λmax is a good place to start to see

if a single shift can provide a performance boost. If enough eigenpairs are

wanted, additional shifts near the middle of the desired spectrum might be

of use as well. In this case, a Sturm sequence check should be performed for

each shift to provide the number of eigenvalues below the shift. The resulting
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UTDU decomposition provides a shifted factorization that can be used in place

of the usual Cholesky decomposition that is performed.

2.3 The Classical Lanczos Method

Iterative methods such as the variants of the QR algorithm are useful

tools for finding approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a given matrix.

However, there are several reasons that make the Lanczos method superior to

the QR algorithm for finding truncated eigensolutions. First, when dealing

with sparse symmetric matrices that are not banded or tridiagonal, sparsity is

destroyed after a single iteration of the QR algorithm. Thus, a tridiagonaliza-

tion is typically performed prior to the QR algorithm. The Lanczos method

preserves sparsity because it is based upon matrix-vector multiplications in-

volving the original matrix, rather than factorizations and matrix-matrix mul-

tiplications. Secondly, the Lanczos method costs less to compute than the QR

algorithm when the number of eigenpairs that are desired is small relative to

the dimension of the matrix [26].

Given a nonzero starting vector q, the classical Lanczos method pro-

duces an orthonormal basis of Ritz vectors such that

span{q1, . . . , qk} = span{q, Aq, . . . , Ak−1q} for k = 1, . . . ,m. (2.5)

The classical Lanczos method is described in the following block of pseudocode

from Watkins [26]:
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Algorithm 2.3.1: Lanczos Method(q, A)

q1 = q/‖q‖2
for k ← 1 to m

do



qk+1 ← Aqk
αk ← qTk qk+1

qk+1 ← qk+1 − qjαk
βk ← ‖qk+1‖2
if βk = 0

then

{
(span{q1, . . . , qk} is invariant under A)
exit

qk+1 ← qk+1/βk

This process can be thought of as an extension of the classical power

method. The difference is that in the Lanczos method, the resulting vector

from each iteration is kept and orthogonalized against the vector results of

the previous two iterations. Orthogonalizing against the previous two vector

results theoretically guarantees orthogonalization against the rest of the pre-

vious results due to the recurrence relationship inherent to the process [26]. In

practice the result is partially or selectively orthogonalized against additional

previous vectors as well to mitigate the effects of roundoff errors.

Furthermore, the coefficients obtained from the Gram-Schmidt orthogo-

nalization steps, αk and βk, can be collected for each iteration and put together

to form a tridiagonal matrix. A matrix representation of the Lanczos method

can be generated by defining:

Qm = [q1 . . . qm] (2.6)
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and

Tm =


α1 β1

β1 α2

. . . . . . βm−1

βm−1 αm

 (2.7)

where the columns of Qm are the first m Lanczos vectors and the elements

of the tridiagonal matrix T are the corresponding coefficients from the Gram-

Schmidt orthogonalization steps.

The Lanczos process shown in Algorithm 2.3.1 can then be represented

in the following form

Aqk =
k+1∑
j=1

qjtjk k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,m (2.8)

and the vector equations above can be written in matrix form:

AQm = Qm+1Tm+1. (2.9)

The matrix representation can be expressed in terms of the first m columns of

Qm+1 and the first m rows and columns of Tm+1 by separating the last column

of Qm+1 and the last row of Tm+1. This leads to the standard form of the

Lanczos factorization:

AQm = QmTm + qm+1tm+1,me
T
m (2.10)

where em is the mth standard basis vector.

It can be shown that as tm+1,m becomes small, the eigenvalues of Tm

increasingly approximate eigenvalues of A. The eigenvalues of Tm produced

by the classical Lanczos method tend to converge to the extremal eigenvalues
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of A (the eigenvalues of the largest and smallest magnitudes). Typically, half

of the eigenvalues of Tm converge to the largest m
2

eigenvalues of A while the

other half converge to the m
2

smallest eigenvalues [26].

2.4 The Implicitly Restarted Lanczos Method (IRLM)

The convergence rate of the classical Lanczos method depends highly on

the choice of the starting vector, q. The implicitly restarted Lanczos method

(IRLM) attempts to refine the choice of the starting vector by performing a

small number of Lanczos steps and using the resulting information to choose

a new, better starting vector. The process is then started again with the

new vector. The idea is to damp the components of the starting vector that

correspond to unwanted parts of the spectrum.

IRLM is able to essentially drive unwanted components of the start-

ing vector to zero by separating the basis that is generated into two parts,

the “wanted” part and the “unwanted” part. For instance, assume that the

wanted part of the spectrum is the eigenvalues below a particular cutoff value.

Consider the case where a Sturm sequence check has been performed so that

the number of eigenvalues below the cutoff, k, is known. A starting vector

could be chosen at random and m = k + j steps of the classical Lanczos

method could be performed, where k ≤ j.

It is known from the Sturm sequence check that only k eigenvalues

exist in the desired part of the spectrum. Recall from Section 2.2 that AMLS

is typically solving for the reciprocals of the actual substructure eigenvalues,
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so the k largest eigenvalues of Tm approximate the desired eigenvalues. The

j other eigenvalues of Tm approximate eigenvalues that are in the unwanted

part of the spectrum. Here is where IRLM differs from the classical Lanczos

method. The eigenvalues of Tm are found via the QR algorithm, which is

inexpensive because m is relatively small compared to the dimension of A.

The j eigenvalues corresponding to the unwanted portion of the spectrum are

then used as shifts in j steps of the implicitly shifted QR algorithm as shown

below in Algorithm 2.4.1, where the eigenvalues of Tm have been arranged in

descending order and λk+i(Tm) is the (k + i)th eigenvalue of Tm.

Algorithm 2.4.1: Implicitly Shifted QR in IRLM(Tm, Q̂)

T (1) = Tm
Q̂ = I
for i← 1 to j

do


λ(i) ← λk+i(Tm)
T (i) − λ(i) = Q(i)R(i)

T (i+1) = R(i)Q(i)

Q̂ = Q̂Q(i)

The accumulation of the Q matrices from the implicitly shifted QR

algorithm, Q̂, is used in the remainder of the implicitly restarted Lanczos

method as the transformation matrix, Vm. The use of the “exact” shifts causes

the last j columns of Vm to be very close to the eigenvectors of Tm associated

with the unwanted portion of the spectrum. This means that the first k

columns of Vm are orthogonal to those unwanted eigenvectors. IRLM exploits

this fact by using the first k columns of Vm to transform Tm and Qm, producing
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Tk and Qk:

Tk ← V T
k TmVk (2.11)

Qk ← QmVk (2.12)

This effectively eliminates the components of the columns of Qk that corre-

spond to the j unwanted approximate eigenvectors, V (: , k+1 : m), because the

columns of Vk = V (: , 1 : k) are orthogonal to the columns of V (: , k + 1 : m).

Finally, the kth column of Qk is chosen as the new starting vector. The

process then starts over again by computing j additional steps of the classi-

cal Lanczos method starting with q = Q(:, k). The process converges when

tk+1,k < ε where ε is the acceptable tolerance. Once convergence has been

achieved, the off-diagonal values in Tk are effectively zero and the largest k

approximate eigenvalues of A are on the diagonal. Qk is the set of correspond-

ing eigenvectors.

Clearly, adding j additional Lanczos steps provides a way to enhance

the convergence of the approximate eigenvectors in the desired part of the

spectrum. Choosing j wisely is one of the keys to the success of IRLM. Recall

that the first half of the eigenvalues of Tm converge to the largest eigenvalues

of A and the last half converge to the smallest eigenvalues. This property

can be thought of as if the spectrum was wrapped such that the largest and

smallest eigenvalues converge first, the second largest eigenvalue and second

smallest eigenvalue converge next, etc. The m
2

smallest eigenvalues of Tm are

clearly outside of the wanted region of the spectrum. Noting that m = j + k,
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it is natural that j must be greater than or equal to k in order for all of the k

“wanted” eigenvalues of Tm to converge to eigenvalues in the desired part of

the spectrum. However, if j > k, then there are theoretically j−k
2

unwanted

eigenvalues of Tm that are converging to eigenvalues of A that are relatively

close to the wanted portion of the spectrum.

When j > k, in addition to removing the eigenvectors associated with

the smallest eigenvalues from the workspace, IRLM effectively orthogonalizes

Tk and Qk against the unwanted approximate eigenvectors that are in the

upper portion of the spectrum as well. This action is what enhances the

convergence of the wanted eigenvalues the most. For this reason, it is common

to use slightly more than twice as many additional Lanczos steps as the number

of desired eigenvalues and eigenvectors, i.e. j ≥ 2k. Of course, enhancement

of the convergence may decrease the number of restarts required, but it comes

with the cost of adding more Lanczos and QR steps to the process. When

choosing a value for j, finding the right balance can be a challenge.

This introduction to IRLM presents some of the considerations that

must be taken into account when implementing an IRLM solver. Most of

the complications of the method are taken care of by the ARPACK software

library. The complexities involved in the AR Driver Library primarily involve

the parallel linear algebra operations that are required. The integration of

PARPACK’s IRLM solver into AMLS is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Distributed Computing Schemes for Linear

Algebra

The version of AMLS that is currently under development is designed

to support parallel execution on a distributed computing cluster. As with most

distributed parallel codes, this is accomplished by employing the Message Pass-

ing Interface (MPI) standard. Previous versions of AMLS were designed for

parallel execution on shared-memory symmetric multi-processing (SMP) com-

puting platforms via OpenMP, a thread-based standard for parallel execution

on shared-memory machines. Methods of mixing MPI and OpenMP were ex-

plored in the development of the Elemental BLAS Library (EBLAS), which is

introduced in the next chapter.

This chapter attempts to describe some necessary concepts of dis-

tributed computing and how they are applied in the computational linear

algebra routines that were developed for the new version of AMLS. The fol-

lowing section outlines the elemental 2-D cyclic matrix distribution scheme,

which is a primary data distribution method that is used in the parallel mathe-

matics libraries discussed in the next chapter. The section includes a discussion

of the notation and nomenclature that are used to describe the parallel linear
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algebra algorithms described in Chapter 4. The last section introduces a hy-

brid MPI/OpenMP parallel programming model in the context of distributed

matrix-matrix multiplication.

3.1 Elemental Cyclic Data Distribution Schemes

CPU 0

Memory
Shared

R
A
M

Memory
Shared

R
A
M

Memory
Shared

R
A
M

Gigabit
Ethernet
Interconnects

Cluster Architecture

Network

Router

NODE 0

NODE 1

NODE 2

CPU 1

CPU 2

CPU 3

CPU 4

CPU 5

Figure 3.1: A typical distributed computing cluster of 3 nodes with 2 process-
ing cores per node.

A cyclic data distribution refers to the way in which the elements of

the matrix are distributed amongst the processes in the cluster. Figure 3.1

shows the basic architecture of a distributed computing cluster with 3 SMP

nodes, each containing 2 processing cores. For example, when forming a 2-D

cyclic distribution over the cluster pictured above, there would be a total of 6

MPI processes over which to distribute matrix elements (assuming there was
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a single MPI process running on each available processing core).

The 6 processes form a global team and are numbered according to

a given MPI global rank. In the MPI compatible version of AMLS that is

currently being developed, the MPI processes are organized into a rectangular

r × c process grid (pgrid). AMLS forms a pgrid that is as close to square as

possible, with c ≥ r. Therefore, in this simple example, r = 2 and c = 3. In an

elemental data distribution, the process grid is tessellated over the elements

of the matrix rather than over submatrices. In an elemental 2-D cyclic data

distribution, the matrix elements of a 5×10 matrix would then be distributed

in a 2-D cyclic pattern over the grid as follows:

2× 3 pgrid :
0 2 4
1 3 5

pcols→
gcols→

prows grows
0 0
1 1
0 2
1 3
0 4

0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1
0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1
0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0

Figure 3.2: An elemental 2-D cyclic matrix distribution for a 5 × 10 matrix
over a 2× 3 pgrid.

The elements of the matrix pictured above are labeled with the number

that corresponds to the global rank of the MPI process to which that element

belongs. All of the elements that belong to a given MPI process are stored
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as a contiguous array locally in that process’s RAM. The advantages to dis-

tributing data in this fashion come from the fact that much of the interprocess

communication necessary for most basic linear algebra operations is restricted

to “process rows” and “process columns”.

Process row s (prow s) simply refers to the sth row of the r× c process

grid. For example, processes 0, 2, and 4 form process row 0, and processes 1,

3, and 5 form process row 1. Process column t (pcol t) is defined similarly as

the tth column of the r × c process grid. The rows and columns of the matrix

in Figure 3.2 are each associated with a prow or a pcol, respectively. The

relationship between the global rows (grows) and the process rows is shown

in the columns to the left of the matrix. Similarly, the relationship between

the global columns (gcols) and the process columns is illustrated in the rows

above the matrix.

When one considers performing linear algebra operations on distributed

matrices such as the one described above, it is essential to create a well-defined

system of notation to describe the inner workings of an algorithm. Work by van

de Geijn et. al. on PLAPACK [1, 5, 23] establishes a very good starting point

for describing these operations in a systematic way. The notation presented

here was developed by Jack Poulson and is discussed in detail in [19]. The

author deviates slightly from the notation presented by Poulson for simplicity.

The information given here is simply meant to facilitate brief discussions of

the algorithms in Chapter 4.

Consider a matrix A ∈ Rm×n that is distributed over a rectangular r×c
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process grid. Let TC be the set of row indices of the process grid and TR be

the set of column indices as shown below

TC = [0, r) ⊆ N (3.1)

TR = [0, c) ⊆ N (3.2)

where N is the set of all non-negative integers. This labeling may appear to

be reversed, but its usefulness becomes apparent when one considers the MPI

communicators that can be defined by each row or column of the process grid.

Let T̂C
t

represent the set of MPI processes that are in process column

t, which will be referred to as “process column team t”. Similarly, let “process

row team s” be represented as T̂R
s
, which refers to the set of processes that

are in a process row s. Finally, let TW be the global set of all MPI processes

in the process grid. TW is referred to as the “world team”. These teams each

define MPI communicators over which MPI communications can take place.

Each MPI process has a unique identifier called an MPI rank within

each MPI communicator that it is a part of. The global MPI ranks are defined

with respect to the global MPI communicator, which is used to define the world

team, TW . However, the MPI ranks within each process column team’s MPI

communicator are defined by a given process’s row index within the process

grid. The MPI ranks within each process row team’s MPI communicator are

defined by a given process’s column index within the process grid. So, the

set of local MPI ranks within a given process column or process row team is

defined by TC or TR, respectively. Conversely, the set of global MPI ranks
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within process column team t and process row team s are defined by T̂C
t

and

T̂R
s
, respectively.

For example, for the pgrid in Figure 3.2,

TW = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} (3.3)

is the world team. The set is defined by the MPI ranks of the processes relative

to the global MPI communicator for the pgrid. Additionally, in this example,

T̂C
2

= {4, 5} (3.4)

is referred to as “process column team 2”. T̂C
2

would be used to create an

MPI communicator in which global process 4 would have a local rank of 0,

and global process 5 would have a local rank of 1. Similarly,

T̂R
1

= {1, 3, 5} (3.5)

is referred to as a “process row team 1”. T̂R
1

would be used to create an

MPI communicator in which global process 1 would have local rank 0, global

process 3 would have local rank 1, and global process 5 would have local rank

2.

The sets defined by T̂R
s

and T̂C
t

are used to refer to the sets of MPI

processes associated with prow team s and pcol team t, respectively. When

considering the teams associated with a specific MPI process, the general forms

of the set definitions should always be assumed to correspond to the proper

process row or process column team to which the MPI process in question
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belongs. This means that for process 5, the general form of the set definitions

T̂R
s

and T̂C
t

should be assumed to represent T̂R
1

and T̂C
2
. This way the

team labels can be used to discuss MPI operations without the requirement

of describing the operation from the perspective of a particular MPI process.

From here on, s and t are exclusively used as prow and pcol specifiers so the

following relations hold throughout the remainder of this thesis: s ∈ TC and

t ∈ TR.

3.1.1 Matrix Distributions

The rows and/or columns of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n can be distributed

amongst the MPI processes in the process grid in a variety of ways. If the

rows of the matrix are distributed, the individual elements of each row are

split up amongst a given set of MPI processes. Similarly, if the columns the

matrix are distributed, the individual elements of each column are split up

amongst a given set of MPI processes. In order to describe the distributed

matrix data that is owned by a given MPI process it is helpful to define the

submatrix operator:

[·]X ,Y : Rm×n → R|X∩[0,m)|×|Y∩[0,n)| (3.6)

in which X is a “row selector” and Y is a “column selector”. The row selector

is applied to the set of global row indices of the global matrix to specify the

rows of the submatrix. The column selector is applied to the set of global

column indices to specify the columns of the submatrix. The row selector is

referred to as a “column filter” by Poulson in [19], and the column selector is
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referred to as a “row filter”. The name changes were made here because they

match the operations that the selectors are performing more closely to avoid

confusion.

In the cases discussed in this thesis, X and Y are made up of cyclic

patterns based upon the process grid. For example, in order to indicate the

columns that are owned by process 2 in Figure 3.2, a cyclic pattern based upon

the process columns of the r× c pgrid could be used in the following manner.

Let the number of columns in the process grid be denoted as c, and the process

column that a given process is a part of be denoted as t. For the pgrid in

Figure 3.2, c = 3 and for process 2, t = 1. Let Y = {αo, α1, α2, . . . , αi, αi+1, . . .}

where αo = t and αi+1 = αi + c and i = 1, 2, 3, . . . so that

Y = 1, 4, 7, 10, . . . , αi, αi + 3, . . . (3.7)

and

[0, n) = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8, 9 (3.8)

which leaves

Y ∩ [0, n) = 1, 4, 7 (3.9)

where Y is an infinite cyclic series, but its intersection with the set of global

column indices produces the set of columns owned by process 2.

Furthermore, let “?” represent the absence of a selector. When ? is

used in the place of a row selector, no rows are filtered out, so the submatrix

contains the set of all rows in the global matrix. Similarly, when ? is used in
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place of a column selector, the submatrix contains the set of all columns in

the global matrix. Therefore, the global A matrix can be represented as

Aglobal = A?,? (3.10)

which is equivalent to setting X and Y equal to N, the set of all non-negative

integers. Furthermore, the absence of a row or column selector indicates that

every process in TW owns the entire set of rows or columns of A, respectively.

In other words, the matrix in Equation 3.10 is not distributed, it is owned in

its entirety by each MPI process.

If the columns of matrix A are distributed amongst more than one MPI

process, the matrix is said to be distributed “column-wise”. A column-wise

distribution of A can be represented as AX ,? where it is assumed that the subset

of row entries, X ∩ [0,m), can be different for each MPI process. Conversely,

if the rows of matrix A are distributed, it is said to be distributed “row-wise”.

A row-wise distribution can be represented as A?,Y where it is assumed that

the subset of columns indices, Y∩ [0, n), can be different for each MPI process.

A partial matrix distribution (PMD) is a 1-D data distribution in which

the elements of the matrix are distributed either row-wise or column-wise, but

not both. A matrix distribution (MD) is a 2-D data distribution in which the

elements of the matrix are distributed both row-wise and column-wise. The

matrix in Figure 3.2 is an example of a standard matrix distribution (SMD) in

which the rows of the matrix are distributed amongst the process row teams

and the columns of the matrix are distributed amongst the process column
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teams. The cyclic way in which these distributions take place is described by

row and column projections.

3.1.2 Row and Column Projections

Row projections and column projections provide a specific means by

which the rows or columns of a matrix can be distributed. A “row projection”

defines the distribution of the rows or columns of A amongst the process row

teams. Similarly, a “column projection” defines the distribution of the rows or

columns of A amongst the process column teams. A row-wise row or column

projection can be thought of as generating a special row selector (X in Equa-

tion 3.6). It follows that a column-wise row or column projection generates

a special column selector (Y in Equation 3.6). It is important to understand

that a projection label is referring to the set of processes over which the rows

or columns of a matrix are distributed. The row-wise or column-wise distri-

bution labels are what is used to designate whether the rows of the matrix or

the columns of the matrix are being distributed, respectively.

A row projection produces a row projection selector Rt, which is iden-

tical for every MPI process in pcol t and unique for each MPI process within

a given prow. A column projection produces a column projection selector Cs,

which is identical for each MPI process in prow s and unique for each MPI

process within a given pcol. Rt and Cs can both be used as either a row se-

lector or a column selector. In a standard matrix distribution, Rt is used as a

column selector and Cs is used as a row selector.
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In order to understand the sets that are produced by row projections

and column projections, it is helpful to refer to the 5× 10 matrix described in

Figure 3.2. If the matrix in the figure is A, the submatrix of A that is owned

by the process in prow s and pcol t would be referred to as As,t = [A]C
s,Rt

=

AC
s,Rt

. The set of rows that are owned by a process in prow s is given by Cs.

The set of columns that are owned by a process in pcol t is given by Rt.

For a concrete example, consider process 4 in Figure 3.2. Process 4 is

in pcol 2 and prow 0 and is, therefore, a member of T̂C
2

and T̂R
0
. For process

4, AC,R = AC
0,R2

which consists of all of the elements corresponding to pcol 2

and prow 0 (all of the elements labeled “4” in Figure 3.2). This is equivalent

to stating that the elements that are owned by process 4 are the elements in

the rows of A which are owned by T̂R
0

and the columns of A which are owned

by T̂C
2
.

AC
0,? = entire global rows: 0, 2, 4, 6, . . .

A?,R
2

= entire global columns: 2, 5, 8, . . .

AC
0,R2

= specific global elements: (0, 2), (0, 5), (0, 8), . . . (3.11)

(2, 2), (2, 5), (2, 8), . . .

(4, 2), (4, 5), (4, 8), . . .

etc.

Figure 3.3: Elements owned by process 4 in both SMD and PMD examples.

Figure 3.3 describes both the SMD from Figure 3.2 along with two ex-

amples of typical PMDs using the same matrix and pgrid from the perspective

of process 4. AC
s,? consists of all of the elements that correspond to prow s,
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regardless of the pcol to which they correspond. Similarly, A?,R
t

consists of

all of the elements that correspond to pcol t, regardless of the prow to which

they correspond.

The sets defined by Cs and Rt are used to determine which elements of

A that the MPI process in prow s and pcol t owns in each matrix distribution.

As is the case with T̂R
s

and T̂C
t
, when considering a specific MPI process, the

prow and pcol specifiers s and t should always be assumed to correspond to

the proper process row or process column team of which the MPI process in

question is a member.

3.1.3 Partial Matrix Distributions (PMDs) and Transposed Matrix
Distributions (TMDs)

To further understand the PMD, consider again the MPI process in

prow s and pcol t. Beginning with A?,?, let the rows of A be projected over

the process row teams (a row-wise row projection), forming partial matrix

distribution A?,R
t
. Rt contains the set of all global column indices of A that

are owned by process column team T̂C
t
. This idea is explored further in the

example below.

Figure 3.4 depicts A?,R
t

where A is the 5 × 10 matrix described in

Figure 3.2. Each process within a given prow team is in a different pcol team.

Only the rows of the matrix are distributed, so the result is that each process

owns the columns that correspond to its pcol in their entirety. So A?,R
t

is

identical for processes 0 and 1. Similarly, processes 2 and 3 share an identical
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PMD, and it is the same with processes 4 and 5.

2× 3 pgrid :
0 2 4
1 3 5

A?,R
t

for process row 0:

pcols→
gcols→

grows
0
1
2
3
4

0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0
0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0
0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0
0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0
0 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 4 0

A?,R
t

for process row 1:

pcols→
gcols→

grows
0
1
2
3
4

0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1
1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 1

Figure 3.4: A row-wise row-projected PMD for a 5 × 10 matrix over a 2 × 3
pgrid.

Row and column projections are used to define “transposed matrix dis-

tributions” (TMDs) and “partial transposed matrix distributions” (PTMDs)

as well. Let a transposed matrix distribution be defined as the case where the
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rows of the global matrix are projected over the process column teams and

the columns of the global matrix are distributed over the process row teams.

The elements in a TMD of matrix A that are owned by the process in process

row s and process column t are represented by

Alocal = AR
t,Cs

(3.12)

where AR
t,Cs

is a unique submatrix of A stored locally by the process that is a

member of both T̂C
t

and T̂R
s
. The row indices of the submatrix are specified

by Rt, and the column indices of the submatrix are given by Cs.

To consider the TMD, AR
t,Cs

, imagine the transpose of the pgrid super-

imposed and tessellated over the matrix. A TMD of the matrix in Figure 3.2

is shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5 also shows two typical PTMD examples

from the perspective of process 4.

3.1.4 Multivector Distributions

There are also several other one-dimensional distributions which are

useful for moving between standard and transposed distributions or between

matrix distributions and partial matrix distributions. Multivector distribu-

tions are one-dimensional distributions in which the rows or columns of A

are distributed over a 1-D pgrid involving the global set of MPI processes.

A “row-major” multivector distribution is defined as the projection of the

rows/columns of the matrix over a 1-D pgrid, MRM(s, t), that is obtained by

moving cyclicly over the rows of the 2-D process grid beginning with the pro-

cess in prow s and pcol t, as shown in Figure 3.6. Similarly, a “column-major”
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3× 2 transposed pgrid :
0 1
2 3
4 5

gcols→
grows

0
1
2
3
4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3
4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

Process 4:

AR
2,? = entire global rows: 2, 5, 8, . . .

A?,C
0

= entire global columns: 0, 2, 4, 6, . . .

AR
2,C0 = specific global elements: (2, 0), (2, 2), (2, 4), . . .

(5, 0), (5, 2), (5, 4), . . .

(8, 0), (8, 2), (8, 4), . . .

etc.

Figure 3.5: A transposed matrix distribution (TMD) for a 5× 10 matrix over
a 3× 2 transposed pgrid and TMD and PTMD examples for Process 4.

multivector is defined as the projection of the rows/columns of the matrix

over a 1-D pgrid, MCM(s, t), employing column-major ordering of the MPI

processes in the 2-D pgrid.

Multivector distributions are almost always used as a mapping from

another data distribution. The prow and pcol parameters are typically set to

correspond with the process that owns the first element in the current data

distribution. For the matrix in Figure 3.2, (s, t) = (0, 0).
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MRM(0, 0) :

0
2
4
1
3
5

MRM(1, 2) :

5
0
2
4
1
3

MCM(0, 0) :

0
1
2
3
4
5

MCM(1, 2) :

5
0
1
2
3
4

Figure 3.6: Multivector process grids employing 6 MPI processes

The set of global row/column indices that are owned by process q in

a row-major multivector distribution is obtained by applying the row-major

multivector selector,MR
q(s, t). Similarly, the set of global row/column indices

that are owned by process q in a column-major multivector distribution is

obtained by applying the column-major multivector selector,MC
q(s, t). Each

selector defines an infinite set which is unique for each q ∈ TW . The set is

defined similarly to the row projection and column projection selector sets of

matrix distributions and PMDs.

For example, consider the colulmn-major multivector process ordering

defined by MCM(s, t). Let np be the number of MPI processes in TW . Let p

be the row index of process q in MCM(s, t). The column-major multivector

selector set is

MC
q(s, t) = {p, p+ np, p+ 2np, p+ 3np, . . .} (3.13)

which can be directly applied to MCM(1, 2) in Figure 3.6 by letting s = 1 and

t = 2. Consider process 1 so that q = 1 and p = 2, which gives

MC
1(1, 2) = {2, 8, 14, 20, . . .} (3.14)
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whereMC
1(1, 2) is an infinite series that is used as a row selector or a column

selector in the submatrix operator to define the data owned by process 1 in a

column-major multivector distribution. If the multivector selector is used as

a row selector in the submatrix operator, it defines a row-wise column-major

multivector distribution. If the multivector selector is used a column selector

in the submatrix operator, it defines a column-wise column-major multivector

distribution. These distributions are represented in a fashion similar to the

PMDs introduced earlier. Figure 3.7 shows some examples of multivector

distributions employing the 5× 10 matrix from Figure 3.2.

AMR(0,0),? =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

A?,MC(0,0) =

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3

Figure 3.7: Multivector distributions for a 5× 10 matrix over a 2× 3 pgrid.

Note that in Figure 3.7, AMR(0,0),? is does not involve every process

in the global MPI team. However, this does not make it a partial matrix

distribution. It is simply a result of the number of rows being less than the

global number of MPI processes. PMDs involve distributions over only a

portion of the global MPI processes, regardless of the dimensions of the matrix.
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The term multivector is used to describe the fact that the rows or

columns of A are distributed over a global one-dimensional process grid, and

so they resemble a collection of distributed vectors. In fact, multivector dis-

tributions are examples of elemental 1-D cyclic data distributions. A?,MR(s,t),

AMR(s,t),?, A?,MC(s,t), and AMC(s,t),? are all referred to as multivectors. These

four kinds of multivector distributions are summarized in the next section.

The undistributed global A matrix, A?,?, is referred to as a multiscalar be-

cause the entire global A matrix is effectively distributed over a redundant

1× 1 process grid.

3.1.5 Summary of Notation and Applications

In summary, there are several different kinds of data distributions that

are used in MPI Compatible AMLS. The notation below is used to represent

the locally owned submatrix of a global distributed matrix A for the process

in prow s and pcol t. The exception to this rule is multivectors, where the

prow and pcol parameters are used to indicate the MPI process at the top of

the 1-D pgrid. For multivectors, the notation below represents the submatrix

of A locally owned by process q in a multivector distribution employing a 1-D

pgrid beginning with the MPI process in prow s and pcol t.

• matrix distributions: the matrix is distributed over the global set of

MPI processes in an elemental 2-D cyclic fashion

– AC
s,Rt

: standard matrix distribution (SMD)
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– AR
t,Cs

: transposed matrix distribution (TMD)

• partial matrix distributions: the matrix is distributed over only a

portion of the processor grid (prow teams or pcol teams)

– AC
s,?: column-projected column-wise partial matrix distribution

(PMD)

– A?,R
t
: row-projected row-wise partial matrix distribution (PMD)

– AR
t,?: row-projected column-wise partial transposed matrix distri-

bution (PTMD)

– A?,C
s
: column-projected row-wise partial transposed matrix distri-

bution (PTMD)

• multivectors: rows or columns of the matrix are distributed over the

global set of MPI processes in an elemental 1-D cyclic fashion

– AMR
q(s,t),?: row-major column-wise

– AMC
q(s,t),?: column-major column-wise

– A?,MR
q(s,t): row-major row-wise

– A?,MC
q(s,t): column-major row-wise

• multiscalars: every MPI process owns the entire global matrix

– A?,?: undistributed global A matrix
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The⇒ operator will be used to denote a mapping from one distribution

to another. The mapping defines a redistribution operation which involves

communication amongst the necessary MPI processes via MPI Send(s) and

MPI Recv(s) or MPI collective communication routines. The logic involved

in the redistribution operations can be very complicated and these details are

beyond the scope of this thesis. The theory behind these distributions as well

as much of the notation is described in work done by Jack Poulson. Please see

[19] for further details about data distributions and redistribution routines for

moving between them.

Along with moving between distributions via mapping operations, most

distributed parallel linear algebra algorithms involve multiplication and trans-

position of various distributions. These operations are governed by the follow-

ing identities described by Poulson in [19]:

[
AT
]Cs,Rt

= [A]R
t,Cs

(3.15)

and

CX ,Y = AX ,ZBZ,Y (3.16)

where X , Y , and Z are any of the three set operators, Cs, Rt, or ?. The

first identity simply states that the locally owned portion of the transpose of

a distributed matrix is equivalent to the local portion of the non-transposed

matrix in the transposed distribution.

The second identity defines guidelines on the alignments of the dis-

tributions in the “inner dimension” of a distributed matrix multiplication. If
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Z = C, the multiplication is split up between the processes in each process col-

umn team, T̂C
t
. If Z = R, the multiplication is split up between the processes

in each process row team, T̂R
s
. In either case, the result must be summed over

T̂C
t

or T̂R
s
, respectively, in order to obtain the global product corresponding

to rows produced by X and columns produced by Y . For example, the results

computed by each process in T̂C
t

must be added together and the resulting

summation must be communicated to all processes in T̂C
t

(an MPI Allreduce

sum). If Z = ?, the complete global product is obtained for X and Y and a

summation is not needed. This concept will be examined further in Chapter

4.

Each of the data distributions defined in this section are used in the

parallel linear algebra routines in the Elemental BLAS and Elemental LA-

PACK libraries. When these libraries are discussed in the next chapter, most

of the complications involved in moving between data distributions will be

ignored. The remaining two sections of this chapter attempt to provide some

basic insight into how MPI communications are used in the simple redistribu-

tion operations involved in matrix-matrix multiplication. In Chapter 4, the

MPI routines involved in each mapping operation will be mentioned, but the

specifics of their implementation will not be discussed.

3.2 Distributed Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

In this section, some of the basic concepts of distributed matrix-matrix

multiplication are introduced. Distributed matrix multiplication provides a
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useful context from which to illustrate the fundamentals of distributed com-

putational linear algebra. The matrix-matrix multiplication routine in the

standard Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) library [17] is referred to as

general (GE) matrix-matrix (MM) multiplication, or GEMM. The distributed

parallel version of this routine in the Elemental BLAS library is referred to

as EGEMM. A description of a basic distributed GEMM operation is given

below.

General Problem Statement:

Compute C = αAB+βC where A is a matrix with dimensions m×k, B is a matrix

with dimensions k×n, C is a matrix with dimensions m×n, and α and β are both

scalars. Let all three matrices be cyclicly distributed over a 2-D process grid and

consist of real-valued, 64-bit double-precision elements.

3.2.1 Communication Schemes

There has been a vast amount of research seeking the best ways to per-

form matrix-matrix multiplication in parallel on distributed computing plat-

forms. Several established distributed multiplication algorithms were inves-

tigated during the development of the Elemental BLAS Library including:

SUMMA [22], DIMMA [3], and SRUMMA [11]. The major difference between

the Elemental BLAS implementation and the other approaches that were in-

vestigated is the method by which data is communicated between the MPI

processes running on the cluster. SRUMMA uses Remote Direct Memory Ac-

cess (RDMA) techniques which require specialized hardware. Both SUMMA
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and DIMMA take a “pipelined” approach to interprocess communications,

which is described by van de Geijn and Watts in [22] and also by Choi in [3].

The pipelined approach to communication is a way of simulating over-

lap of computation and communication as well as minimizing the required

network bandwidth. The basic premise is a so-called “pass the bucket” type

of communication scheme in which the messages are staggered within each

process row and process column team. A single process in each team sends

the data for an entire algorithmic block to the next process in line before ex-

ecuting its local computations. The receiving process then passes the data

on to the next process in line before executing its local computations. The

communication is restricted to MPI point-to-point sends and receives around

a logical ring defined by a row or column of the pgrid.

Pipelined communications work well for block cyclic matrix distribu-

tions as opposed to elemental cyclic distributions. An elemental 2-D cyclic

matrix distribution can be thought of as a block cyclic distribution of block

size, kb = 1. A general block cyclic distribution has kb > 1, so contiguous sub-

matrices are distributed over the process grid rather than individual elements

of the matrix. Typically, the algorithmic block size for linear algebra opera-

tions is equal to kb for block cyclic matrix distributions. Therefore, a single

process might have all of the matrix data corresponding to a given algorithmic

block of a parallel linear algebra algorithm. It is clear how a pipelined scheme

makes sense for these types of situations.

Alternatively, in elemental data distributions, the data corresponding
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to a given algorithmic block is distributed over at least a portion of the process

grid. Additionally, elemental cyclic matrix distributions do not have the same

restrictions on algorithmic block size. In contrast to the point-to-point MPI

communications involved in the pipelined scheme, collective MPI communi-

cations provide an efficient means for accomplishing the necessary commu-

nications in elemental matrix distributions. Collective MPI communications

involve a simultaneous exchange of data between all of the MPI processes

participating. Descriptions of these routines can be found in the MPI Stan-

dard [15]. A basic familiarity with MPI collective communication routines is

assumed throughout the remainder of this thesis.

Elemental data distributions can provide significant advantages over

block data distributions. The partial matrix distributions and multivectors

discussed in the last section provide essential cost-reducing middle steps in

many of the necessary redistributions that come up in distributed linear al-

gebra operations. For example, many distributed algorithms involve mapping

from a standard matrix distribution to a transposed matrix distribution. The

cost of this operation can be reduced by breaking the mapping into several

stages as shown below:

AC,R ⇒ AC,? ⇒ AMC ,? ⇒ AMR,? ⇒ AR,? ⇒ AR,C (3.17)

where the prow and pcol parameters have intentionally been left out because

of the need for an alignment parameter that is not discussed here. The details

of employing PMDs and multivector distributions as well as other advantages

of elemental matrix distributions are discussed in detail by Poulson in [19].
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3.2.2 Pure MPI GEMM

Before a hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model is discussed, it is

instructive to consider the pure MPI scheme. A simple, pure MPI implementa-

tion of parallel matrix-matrix multiplication is introduced in Algorithm 3.2.1

from the perspective of the MPI process in prow s and pcol t. The algorithmic

block size is represented by γ.

Algorithm 3.2.1: Pure MPI Distributed GEMM(A,B,C, α, β, γ)

nlr = m/r;
nlc = n/c;
C ← βC;
for blk ← 0 to k

γ
− 1

do




AC

s,?
blk ⇐ AC

s,?( : , [blk ∗ γ : (blk + 1) ∗ γ − 1])

(MPI Allgatherv AC
s,Rt

blk over T̂R
s

to get ÂC
s,?
blk ;

reorder columns of ÂC
s,?
blk to get AC

s,?
blk ; )

B?,Rt

blk ⇐ B?,Rt
([blk ∗ γ : (blk + 1) ∗ γ − 1], : )

(MPI Allgatherv BC
s,Rt

blk over T̂C
t

to get B̂?,Rt

blk ;

reorder rows of B̂?,Rt

blk to get B?,Rt

blk ; )
CC

s,Rt ⇐ AC
s,?
blk B

?,Rt

blk

subA← AC
s,?
blk ; subB ← B?,Rt

blk ; subC ← CC
s,Rt

;

BLAS::GEMM(m,n,γ,α,subA,subB,1.0,subC);

The Pure MPI implementation of GEMM represented in Algorithm 3.2.1

employs the MPI Allgatherv routine, which is one of the most commonly used

MPI collective communication routines. Collective communication routines
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like MPI Allgatherv can provide a more efficient means of communicating data

between processes than simple broadcasts or sends and receives. The Allgath-

erv operation avoids communication of redundant or unnecessary data, and

encapsulates the entire communication operation into a single function call.

The details of the communication can then be handled by the MPI implemen-

tation.

The efficiency of MPI collective communication routines comes with the

cost of added difficulty in their implementation. There is a significant amount

of “bookkeeping” that must be done by a given process in order to determine

which processes it needs to send data to and receive data from, and then to

calculate the corresponding dimensions and proper locations of the data that

is to be communicated. These details have been left out of Algorithm 3.2.1 for

simplicity.

In an Allgatherv operation, each process sends its data as a contiguous

block. Recall that in an elemental data distribution, none of the processes own

contiguous global data. Therefore, upon completion of the communication, a

data block must be reorganized so that the elements of the matrix that were

communicated are put back into their proper global ordering. These operations

are illustrated in the “reorder” steps of Algorithm 3.2.1.

Another MPI collective communication routine, MPI Alltoallv, is an

extremely robust routine, but implementing a communication scheme employ-

ing this operation can be quite challenging. However, the EBLAS and ELA-

PACK libraries both employ MPI Alltoallv operations because of their cost
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efficiency. High level collective communication routines like Alltoallv are one

of the reasons that the EBLAS and ELAPACK libraries outperform packages

like ScaLAPACK [19].

This brief discussion of some of the intricacies of implementing efficient

MPI communications is meant to illustrate the complexity of the operations

that are expressed by a simple mapping operator (⇒). The algorithms dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 are significantly more complicated than the simple GEMM

operation described in Algorithm 3.2.1. For this reason, the algorithms in

Chapter 4 will be discussed almost entirely in terms of mappings instead of

the more traditional pseudocode presented in this chapter.

The pure MPI approach described in this section is a simple example

of how a distributed linear algebra operation could be implemented using MPI

collective communication routines. The pure MPI programming model is by

far the most common model used for distributed high performance computing.

However, there has been significant interest in combining MPI operations for

distributed communications with thread-based parallelism on each computing

node in a distributed computing cluster. The next section describes the reasons

for this and introduces an implementation of GEMM that employs a hybrid

MPI/OpenMP programming model.

3.3 Efficient Work Sharing on SMP nodes with OpenMP

There are several advantages that are gained by introducing OpenMP

as a means of node-based parallelism. MPI communications between MPI
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processes that reside on the same SMP node do not always exploit the shared-

memory domain as efficiently as thread-based methods. Many times, intranode

MPI communications are not very efficient because data is actually copied

from one process’s core memory to another’s, even though both processes’

memory resides on the same physical chip. When OpenMP is used, there is

only a single MPI process assigned to each multi-core socket. Each socket

has multiple processing cores that share access to a single allocation of core

memory. The MPI process becomes the master thread, and worker threads

are spawned on the other available processing cores.

This approach allows the worker threads to have direct access to the

data stored in the core memory of the master process, rather than requiring

any data duplication. This threaded environment also allows for more effi-

cient work-sharing in which the master thread handles all communication and

the worker threads only perform computations. This scheme also reduces the

amount of MPI processes, and therefore the amount of calls to MPI commu-

nication routines.

Each time an MPI communication routine is called, a latency cost is

incurred that is independent of the message size. Fewer calls to MPI commu-

nication routines, therefore, means less latency. On high latency platforms,

such as those employing Ethernet, message passing between nodes is typically

more efficient if a small number of longer messages is used, rather than using a

large number of shorter messages. A hybrid MPI/OpenMP approach reduces

the overall number of MPI processes that are communicating and increases the
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message sizes. For these reason, a hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model

is appealing for high latency computing platforms.

The network bandwidth of a computing cluster affects the synchroniza-

tion of MPI communications. If the volume of communication that is required

approaches the limits of the network’s bandwidth, communications between

processes can involve a significant amount of CPU downtime. Computationally

intensive operations can benefit from hybrid MPI/OpenMP schemes, which

attempt to keep as many processing cores as possible busy at all times.

For high performance computing network schemes like InfiniBand [8],

latency and bandwidth are not as much of an issue. However, on high perfor-

mance platforms like these, a hybrid approach can still possibly provide better

work-sharing in situations where absolute synchronization of all MPI processes

cannot be guaranteed.

The hybrid MPI/OpenMP implementation of GEMM presented here

is based on a simplified version of the approach described by Viet, Yoshinaga,

and Adberadzek in [25]. For simplicity, the implementation discussed here

involves a process grid with a single MPI process for each computing node

in the cluster (1 socket per node). The number of OpenMP threads is equal

to the number of available processing cores on each computing node. The

pseudocode for this basic version of hybrid MPI/OpenMP GEMM is shown in

Algorithm 3.3.1.

For a given SMP node, the master thread divides the majority of the
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Algorithm 3.3.1: Hybrid MPI/OpenMP EGEMM(A,B,C, α, β, γ)

nlr = m/r; nlc = n/c; C ← βC;

master thread performs comms for first block’s data

AC,?even ⇐ AC,?( : , [0 : γ − 1])

B?,R
even ⇐ B?,R([0 : γ − 1], : )

OMP parallel{num threads = node num cpu};
for blk ← 0 to k

γ
− 2

do



Let
< even/odd > be even if blk is even, odd if blk is odd
< odd/even > be odd if blk is even, even if blk is odd
if blk! = 0

then


start my thread’s synchronization timer;
OMP barrier;
stop my thread’s synchronization timer;

if omp rank == 0

then


for threadnum← 0 to omp num threads

do

{
set gemm size[threadnum] based on timers;
set idx[threadnum] based on gemm size;

OMP barrier;
if omp rank == 0

then


master thread performs comms for next block’s data

AC,?<odd/even> ⇐ AC,?( : , [(blk + 1) ∗ γ : (blk + 2) ∗ γ − 1])

B?,R
<odd/even> ⇐ B?,R([(blk + 1) ∗ γ : (blk + 2) ∗ γ − 1], : )

worker threads go straight here from barrier

CC,R ⇐ AC,?<even/odd>B
?,R
<even/odd>

subA← AC,?<even/odd>; subB ← B?,R
<even/odd>; subC ← CC,R;

subA← subA[idx[omp rank]];

subB ← subB[idx[omp rank]];

subC ← subC[idx[omp rank]];

size← gemm size[omp rank];

BLAS::GEMM(m,n,size,α,subA,subB,1.0,subC);
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computational load amongst the worker threads on the node. The master

thread divides the data for each algorithmic block into sub-blocks. The worker

threads are assigned sub-blocks that are relatively equal in size, while the

master thread is left with a sub-block that is somewhat smaller in size because

it must spend a significant amount of time handling the MPI communications.

For the first algorithmic block, all of the communications are performed

up front prior to the OpenMP parallel construct that surrounds the loop of the

main blocked algorithm. Once inside the threaded loop, the worker threads

proceed directly to their local GEMM operations. The master thread performs

the MPI communications for the next block while the worker threads execute

their GEMM operations for the current block. Upon completion of the next

block’s communications, the master thread executes a reduced-size GEMM

operation that is intended to complete at the same time that the worker threads

complete their computations.

The work-sharing is enhanced by a workload refinement calculation

that is computed for each block. When each thread finishes its assigned com-

putations, it proceeds to a synchronization barrier where it uses a timer to

track the amount of time that is spent waiting for the other threads to finish.

When the master thread arrives at the barrier, it uses the durations of the

synchronization timers to adjust a block size ratio that determines how the

computations are split between the master thread and the worker threads.

If the master thread spends time waiting on the worker threads, it in-

creases the size of its assigned GEMM operation. If the worker threads spend
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time waiting on the master thread, the size of the master thread’s GEMM

operation is decreased. The workload refinement attempts to drive the mas-

ter thread’s synchronization timer duration towards a small positive number

such that the worker threads remain busy nearly continuously. This method

minimizes the amount of time that any processing core sits idle.

In theory, this hybrid MPI/OpenMP approach increases the efficiency

of the local operations on each SMP node. The global MPI communicator is

reduced in size and communication operations are streamlined. This approach

can be beneficial on clusters with high latency and low network bandwidth.

The hybrid programming model was investigated as a way to improve perfor-

mance on relatively small computing clusters with Gigabit Ethernet network

interconnects.

In contrast, the newest MPI implementations like MVAPICH [16] are

building this kind of behavior directly into their underlying architecture. MVA-

PICH effectively designates one of the MPI processes on each SMP node as

the root process for that node. The MVAPICH implementation creates a root

communicator that routes all of the MPI communication through the root pro-

cesses on each node. MVAPICH also recognizes if two MPI processes reside

on the same node, in which case any communication between them exploits

the shared-memory environment.

In cases where network bandwidth is high and latency is relatively low,

the added complication of a hybrid approach is most likely not worth the

trouble. A pure MPI model allows all of the processes to be synchronized and
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eliminates the complexities of developing efficient task management for a mas-

ter thread. New MPI implementations such as MVAPICH effectively remove

any need to use OpenMP to divide the work amongst the processing cores on

each node. However, in situations where latency is high and bandwidth is low,

the hybrid approach may still be beneficial by keeping the worker threads busy

while the master thread waits for MPI communications to complete.
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Chapter 4

Elemental Distributed Mathematics Libraries

In this chapter, a basic overview of the Elemental BLAS (EBLAS)

and Elemental LAPACK (ELAPACK) libraries is provided. The discussion is

limited to the distributed linear algebra operations that are employed in the

AR Driver library, which is introduced in Chapter 5. The routines discussed

herein include:

• Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (EGEMM/EGEMV)

• Triangle Solve (ETRSM/ETRSV)

• Cholesky Decomposition (EPOTRF)

• UTDU Decomposition (EUDU)

• Transformation from Generalized to Standard EVP (ESYGST)

Detailed discussions of the distributed parallel algorithms for EGEMM,

EGEMV, ETRSM, EPOTRF, and ESYGST are given by Poulson in [19].

These routines are either used directly in the AR Driver library or they were

used as a basis to create the new routines needed for the library. The discussion
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of these routines here is fairly brief and is restricted to the way in which they

are used in the AR Driver library.

The ETRSV and EUDU algorithms were implemented by the author

and will be discussed in greater detail than the routines mentioned in the

previous paragraph. Efficient triangle solve operations are needed for a parallel

Lanczos implementation. These routines also provide a good example of how

the various data distributions introduced in Chapter 3 are put to use. The

EPOTRF algorithm provided by Poulson was adapted by the author to create

the EUDU algorithm. The UTDU factorization is used in the Sturm sequence

check that is performed in each driver routine in the AR Driver library.

4.1 Matrix Multiplication (EGEMM/EGEMV)

An introduction to distributed matrix-matrix multiplication was given

in Chapter 3. The routines that provide this capability in the EBLAS library

are the EGEMM routines. They are designed to solve the following general

problem described below:

Compute C = α op(A) op(B) + β C where op(A) is a matrix with

dimensions m × k, op(B) is a matrix with dimensions k × n, C is a

matrix with dimensions m × n, and α and β are both scalars. Let all

three matrices be cyclicly distributed over a 2-D process grid and consist

of real-valued, 64-bit double-precision elements. Here, op(A) equals A

or AT and op(B) equals B or BT .

There are four different transpose options provided by EGEMM:
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• normal-normal (‘n’,‘n’): op(A) = A, op(B) = B

• normal-transpose (‘n’,‘t’): op(A) = A, op(B) = BT

• transpose-normal (‘t’,‘n’): op(A) = AT , op(B) = B

• transpose-transpose (‘t’,‘t’): op(A) = AT , op(B) = BT

Each transpose option has three versions, the A version, B version, and

C version, making a total of twelve EGEMM routines. The version indicates

which of the three matrices involved in the multiplication should not be com-

municated. For instance, if m ≥ n � k, the C version should be selected

because the C matrix is the largest matrix of the three and would, therefore,

cost the most to communicate. Similarly, if m ≥ k � n, the A version should

be selected. Finally, if n ≥ k � m, the B version would be the most efficient

choice.

The majority of the matrix multiplication in the AR Driver library is

actually matrix-vector multiplication (EGEMV). This stems from the fact that

the implicitly restarted Lanczos method requires many multiplications of the

starting matrix with a single vector. In practice, there is not a specific EGEMV

routine, rather the A version of EGEMM is used effectively for matrix-vector

multiplication. This routine is designed to support situations where A is much

larger than B (m � n). When the B matrix has only a single column, the

A version of EGEMM reduces to an EGEMV operation. Testing performed

by the author showed the A version is effective when n ≤ γ
2
, where γ is the
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algorithmic block size of the GEMM operation. When m > n > γ
2
, the C

version of EGEMM becomes the more efficient option.

Each of the twelve EGEMM routines has a pure MPI mode and a hy-

brid MPI/OpenMP mode. The operating mode is determined by a boolean

input parameter which defaults to pure MPI mode. Simple performance test-

ing can be done to determine which mode is the best for a particular computing

platform. As mentioned earlier, distributed computing platforms employing

MVAPICH and/or high performance network interconnects should most likely

use the pure MPI mode. Hybrid mode might be beneficial on multi-core dis-

tributed clusters with a relatively slow network infrastructure.

4.2 Triangle Solve (ETRSM/ETRSV)

The standard triangle solve with multiple right-hand sides, ETRSM, is

used in several routines in the AR Driver library. ETRSM is designed to solve

the following problem:

Compute X that satisfies αB = op(U)X or αB = Xop(U) where U

is an upper triangular matrix, B and X are both matrices with di-

mensions m × n, and α is a scalar. Let all three matrices be cyclicly

distributed over a 2-D process grid and consist of real-valued, 64-bit

double-precision elements. The equation is solved for X and B is over-

written with the result. Here, op(U) = U or UT .

The EBLAS library offers four versions of the routine:
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• left-normal (‘l’,‘n’): UX = αB

• right-normal (‘r’,‘n’): XU = αB

• left-transpose (‘l’,‘t’): UTX = αB

• right-transpose (‘r’,‘t’): XUT = αB

The ETRSM routines are designed with the assumption that m and n

are of the same order of magnitude. The parallel algorithms for each routine

are discussed by Poulson in [19]. As the number of right-hand sides (columns of

B) becomes very small, the algorithms used for ETRSM become less efficient.

An adaptation to the parallel algorithms is needed to support cases with a

small number of right-hand sides. This is analogous to the need for the A

version of EGEMM when n is very small compared to m and k.

The adapted version of ETRSM that serves this purpose is referred

to as ETRSV. ETRSV has been written to support the cases when op(U)

is on the left of X, and X has dimensions of m × n, where n � m. This

routine is employed throughout the AR Driver library. Like GEMV, TRSV is

an important operation in the Lanczos process, where n = 1. It also happens

to be quite useful for back transformation operations where the columns of B

are a small number of Ritz vectors found by PARPACK.

The parallel algorithms for ETRSV attempt to parallelize as many op-

erations as possible, while minimizing communication between the processes.

Matrix-vector operations such as TRSV and GEMV are commonly referred to
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as level 2 BLAS routines. Matrix-matrix operations like TRSM and GEMM

are referred to as level 3 BLAS routines [17]. In general, it is much easier to

generate scalable algorithms for level 3 BLAS routines than it is for level 2

BLAS routines. For level 2 operations like TRSV, methods for parallelizing

the algorithms typically involve a certain amount of redundant computations

involving the vector. This section describes several approaches for paralleliz-

ing TRSV operations which illustrate some of the common issues involved in

parallel level 2 BLAS.

Algorithm: [U ] := trsv un blk var2(U, b)

Partition U →
(
UTL UTR

0 UBR

)
, b→

(
bT
bB

)
where UBR is 0 × 0, bB has 0

rows
while m(UBR) < m(U) do

Determine block size nb

Repartition(
UTL UTR

0 UBR

)
→

 U00 U01 U02

0 U11 U12

0 0 U22

,
(
bT
bB

)
→

 b0
b1
b2


where U11 is nb× nb , b1 has nb

rows

b1 := U−1
11 b1

b0 := b0 − U01b1

Continue with(
UTL UTR

0 UBR

)
←

 U00 U01 U02

0 U11 U12

0 0 U22

,
(
bT
bB

)
←

 b0
b1
b2


endwhile

Figure 4.1: Serial left-normal TRSV algorithm.

The serial algorithm for the left-normal TRSV is shown in Figure 4.1,

where FLAME notation [24] has been used to describe the algorithm. The right
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hand side, b, is written as if it was a vector, but in reality it could be a matrix

of size m×n where n� m. The updates to b at each iteration are shown to be

an unblocked triangle solve followed by a GEMM/GEMV operation. Consider

the ways that this algorithm could be parallelized. In particular, consider

the case of a small number of right-hand sides. The updates for the parallel

algorithm can be taken directly from the serial algorithm and expressed as

bC
s,Rt

1 :=
[
U−1

11 b1
]Cs,Rt

(4.1)

bC
s,Rt

0 := bC
s,Rt

0 − [U01b1]
Cs,Rt

(4.2)

where the standard matrix distribution submatrix operator has been applied

to each operation.

The application of the submatrix operator to U−1
11 b1 indicates that the

result of this TRSV operation is to be distributed in the same matrix distri-

bution as bC
s,Rt

1 . Similarly, the application of the submatrix operator to U01b1

indicates that the result of this GEMV operation is to be distributed in the

same matrix distribution as bC
s,Rt

o . These distributed results are obtained by

using the parallel ETRSV algorithms.

The updates for the parallel algorithm for the left-normal case of ETRSV

are presented in Figure 4.2. The right-hand column in Figure 4.2 lists the cor-

responding MPI or BLAS operation for that step. The redistributions in this

case are fairly straightforward. In fact, the only redistributions that are in-

volved are from standard matrix distributions to multiscalars and are depicted

in the first two rows of the table. The only other MPI operation is a collective
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U?,?
11 ⇐ UC

s,Rt

11 (MPI_Alltoall world)

b?,?1 ⇐ bC
s,Rt

1 (MPI_Alltoall world)

b?,?1 :=
[
U−1

11

]?,?
b?,?1 (Local trsv)

bC
s,Rt

1 ⇐ b?,?1 (Local copy)

bR
t,?

1 ⇐ b?,?1 (Local copy)

ẑC
s,?
t = UC

s,Rt

01 bR
t,?

1 (Local gemv)

zC
s,? =

∑
t∈TR ẑ

Cs,?
t (MPI_Allreduce prow)

zC
s,Rt ⇐ zC

s,? (Local copy)

bC
s,Rt

0 −= zC
s,Rt

(Local axpy)

Figure 4.2: Updates for parallel left-normal ETRSV algorithm

summation. The other operations are simple local data filtering operations

and BLAS operations. In the local TRSV operation depicted in the third row

of the table, b?,?1 :=
[
U−T11

]?,?
b?,?1 means that the existing vector, b?,?1 , is used

in the local TRSV operation and is then overwritten with the result. The

execution and rationale behind the steps described in Figure 4.2 are discussed

in greater detail below.

The parallel updates must be done in a way that minimizes communi-

cation of U , because it is much larger than b. This leads to the idea that b1

must be “reduced over the global team”, which means that an MPI Allreduce

(or equivalent) operation is performed by TW so that each process ends up

with a copy of b1 in its entirety (b?,?1 ). Furthermore, U11 is small, so it does

not make sense to try to parallelize the first update. It is best to reduce U11

over the global team so all processes have U?,?
11 . Each process redundantly
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performs the small triangle solve locally and all of the processes end up with

the identical result of b?,?1 . Each process completes the first update by filtering

out the correct rows and columns of b?,?1 to update bC
s,Rt

1 .

The second update involves U01 which has only nb columns, but it may

have a large number of rows. Therefore, the update must be done in such a way

that communication of U01 is avoided. Care must be taken so that the proper

elements of b1 are used in the local multiplication. Consider the alignments of

the projections in the inner dimensions of the product that were discussed in

Chapter 3. Each process has UC
s,Rt

01 and b?,?1 ; however, the inner dimension of

the GEMV operation must line up. This means that bR
t,?

1 is needed, which is

simply a subset of b?,?1 .

Each member of process row team, T̂R
s
, produces an intermediate re-

sult:

ẑC
s,?
t = UC

s,Rt

01 bR
t,?

1 (4.3)

which must be “summed over T̂R
s
”. This means that an MPI Allreduce sum

or equivalent operation is performed on ẑ by process row team s:

zC
s,? =

∑
t∈TR

ẑC
s,?
t (4.4)

resulting in the complete partial matrix distribution. The PMD above can

then be filtered into a SMD locally by having each process select the proper

set of columns. Finally, the SMD can be used by the process in prow s and

pcol t to update bC
s,Rt

0 .
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It is important to fully understand the operations described above. The

GEMV operation is split up over the members of each process row team. Each

process in T̂R
s

performs a GEMV operation with the same rows produced by

Cs, but with its unique set of columns produced by Rt. This means that the

results from each process in T̂R
s

must be added together in order to obtain

the global result.

Algorithm: [U ] := trsv ut blk var2(U, b)

Partition U →
(
UTL UTR

0 UBR

)
, b→

(
bT
bB

)
where UTL is 0 × 0, bT has 0

rows
while m(UTL) < m(U) do

Determine block size nb

Repartition(
UTL UTR

0 UBR

)
→

 U00 U01 U02

0 U11 U12

0 0 U22

,
(
bT
bB

)
→

 b0
b1
b2


where U11 is nb× nb , b1 has nb

rows

b1 := U−T
11 b1

b2 := b2 − UT
12b1

Continue with(
UTL UTR

0 UBR

)
←

 U00 U01 U02

0 U11 U12

0 0 U22

,
(
bT
bB

)
←

 b0
b1
b2


endwhile

Figure 4.3: Serial left-transpose TRSV algorithm.

The approach for the left-transpose case is similar to the left-normal

algorithm, except that the redistributions become a bit more complicated. The

serial algorithm for the left-transpose version of TRSV is shown in Figure 4.3.

The updates from the serial algorithm can be used to express the updates
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needed in the parallel algorithm as shown below:

bC
s,Rt

1 :=
[
U−T11 b1

]Cs,Rt

bC
s,Rt

2 := bC
s,Rt

2 −
[
UT

12b1
]Cs,Rt

(4.5)

The operations needed for the updates for the parallel algorithm for the left-

transpose TRSV operation are shown in Figure 4.4.

The same idea holds in this case for the small triangle solve: reduce

U11 and b1 over the global team and perform the operation redundantly. The

GEMV operation is performed without communicating the larger matrix, U12,

in the same fashion as U01 in the left-normal case, but with a small added

complication. Each process owns [U12]
Cs,Rt

, but it needs
[
UT

12

]Cs,Rt

, which is

equivalent to [U12]
Rt,Cs

. Each process also has a copy of b?,?1 from the first

small triangle solve update, which must be filtered by each process locally to

satisfy the inner dimensions of the multiplication. Therefore, bC
s,?

1 is used in

the local GEMV operation.

To further clarify, the TRSV update in Figure 4.4

ẑR
t,? = [U12]

Rt,Cs

bC
s,?

1 (4.6)

is used instead of the expression needed to perform the transposed GEMV

operation directly:

ẑC
s,? =

[
UT

12

]Cs,Rt

bR
t,?

1 (4.7)

because

[U12]
Rt,Cs

=
[
UC

s,Rt

12

]T
. (4.8)
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U?,?
11 ⇐ UC

s,Rt

11 (MPI_Alltoall world)

b?,?1 ⇐ bC
s,Rt

1 (MPI_Alltoall world)

b?,?1 :=
[
U−T11

]?,?
b?,?1 (Local trsv)

bC
s,Rt

1 ⇐ b?,?1 (Local copy)

bR
t,?

1 ⇐ b?,?1 (Local copy)

ẑR
t,?

s = [U12]
Rt,Cs

bC
s,?

1 (Local gemv)

zR
t,?

s =
∑

s∈TC ẑ
Rt,?
s (MPI_Allreduce pcol)

zC
s,? ⇐ zR

t,? (row-projected to column-projected PMD)

zC
s,Rt ⇐ zC

s,? (Local copy)

bC
s,Rt

2 −= zC
s,Rt

(Local axpy)

Figure 4.4: Updates for parallel left-transpose ETRSV algorithm

and each process owns UC
s,Rt

12 instead of
[
UT

12

]Cs,Rt

. The TMD UR
t,Cs

12 is never

actually generated, but in order to use
[
UC

s,Rt

12

]T
instead, the distributed ma-

trix product must be treated as if the TMD is used and align the inner dimen-

sions of the product accordingly. Hence, bC
s,?

1 is used instead of bR
t,?

1 . This

way, each process uses its local data in UC
s,Rt

, and the communication of the

data in U12 is avoided.

Each member of process column team T̂C
t
, produces an intermediate

result:

ẑR
t,?

s = UR
t,Cs

12 bC
s,?

1 (4.9)

which must be summed over T̂C
t

zR
t,? =

∑
s∈TC

ẑR
t,?

s (4.10)
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in order to obtain the complete partial matrix distribution. At this point,

a redistribution is required before the local copy of bC
s,Rt

2 can be updated.

In Figure 4.4, this redistribution is referred to as a row-projected PMD to

column-projected PMD mapping. This operation is actually broken into three

separate mappings:

zR
t,? ⇒ zMR,? ⇒ zMC ,? ⇒ zC

s,? (4.11)

where multivector distributions are used as cost-cutting middle steps as was

discussed at the end of Section 3.2.1. The prow and pcol specifiers were in-

tentionally left out of the multivectors in Equation 4.11 because there are

complicating factors related to alignments and shifts which are discussed by

Poulson in [19], but are beyond the scope of this thesis. A basic description

of this three-step approach is provided below.

First, the row-projected PMD is mapped into a row-major multivector

distribution, which is a relatively inexpensive operation in which all com-

munication takes place within each process row team. Then, the row-major

multivector distribution is mapped into a column-major multivector distri-

bution. Moving between row-major and column-major multivector distribu-

tions involves a single point-to-point communication from each process in the

row-major distribution to its unique counterpart in the column-major dis-

tribution. The column-major multivector can then easily be mapped into a

column-projected PMD with simple communications within each process col-

umn team. Breaking transpose redistribution operations into several steps like
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this can decrease the cost of these types of redistributions as opposed to using

a single global communication operation [19].

In addition, casting redistributions into simple steps allows reusable

redistribution routines to be developed that can be assembled in a modular

fashion to create more complicated operations. This is precisely the approach

that is taken in the Elemental BLAS library. The redistribution routines

written for the EBLAS library are designed to move from one distribution to

the closest alternate distributions, so that they can be used as building blocks.

This provides maximum flexibility and makes creating new algorithms fairly

simple. The redistribution routines are discussed in further detail by Poulson

in [19].

4.3 Cholesky Decomposition (EPOTRF)

The standard Cholesky decomposition is defined for a positive definite

matrix A ∈ Rn×n as:

A = UTU or A = LLT (4.12)

where U is upper triangular and L is lower triangular. The common routine for

Cholesky factorization in the standard LAPACK library is called POTRF [21].

The ELAPACK library operates exclusively with the upper triangular version

and is referred to as EPOTRF. The Cholesky factorization is used throughout

AMLS as a method for avoiding computation of matrix inverses.

Many finite element models may have a lumped mass matrix in which
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many of the degrees of freedom do not have any mass associated with them.

In this case, many of the substructure mass matrices are not positive definite.

In general, the substructure stiffness matrices are positive definite and are

typically factored by using EPOTRF. In fact, all of the drivers in the AR

Driver library require the Cholesky factor of K as an input.

The parallel algorithm for EPOTRF is described in detail by Poulson

in [19]. Although the routine is used directly in the AR Driver library, the

EPOTRF algorithm was also used as a basis to create the EUDU algorithm.

The updates for the parallel algorithm from [19] are shown in Figure 4.5 for

reference. The algorithms used for Cholesky decomposition need only slight

modification to produce a UTDU or LDLT decomposition.

4.4 UTDU Decomposition (EUDU)

In Chapter 2, the Sturm sequence check was introduced, which required

a standard non-pivoting UTDU or LDLT decomposition. The ELAPACK

library implements the upper triangular version in EUDU. The updates for

the parallel algorithm for EUDU are shown in Figure 4.6. If the operations

in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 are compared, it is clear that the differences are

subtle. There is simply the added complication of keeping track of a diagonal

matrix, D.

A matrix multiplication involving a full matrix A and a diagonal matrix

D can be thought of as either scaling the rows or columns of A. If D is on the

left, the rows of A are each scaled by the corresponding diagonal element in
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AC
s,?

01 ⇐ AC
s,Rt

01 Allgatherv over T̂R
s

Â?,R
t

01 :=
[
AC

s,?
01

]T
AC

s,Rt

01 gemm

AC
s,Rt

11 := AC
s,Rt

11 −
[∑

s∈TC Â
?,Rt

01

]Cs,?

Reduce-scatter over T̂C
t

A?,?11 ⇐ AC
s,Rt

11 Allgatherv over TW

A?,?11 := Γ (A?,?11 ) Local Cholesky
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Figure 4.5: EPOTRF Parallel Cholesky algorithm from Poulson [19].

D. If D is on the right, the columns of A are each scaled by the corresponding

diagonal element in D. Similarly, a matrix multiplication involving a full

matrix A and the inverse of a diagonal matrix D−1 can be accomplished by

scaling the rows or columns in the same fashion with the reciprocals of the

corresponding diagonal elements.

Notice that D is produced by the local serial operation, so each process

has a global copy of the diagonal matrix. In fact, EUDU accepts and returns

a global copy of D, which is never distributed. The additional operations

that are added to the EPOTRF algorithm are trivially inexpensive and the
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Figure 4.6: EUDU Parallel UTDU algorithm.

overall cost of the UTDU decomposition is equivalent to that of a Cholesky

factorization.
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4.5 Transformation from Generalized to Standard EVP
(ESYGST)

Bφ = λCφ→ Aφ̂ = λφ̂ (4.13)

The formulation of a standard form eigenvalue problem from a sym-

metric generalized eigenvalue problem such as the one shown above, is accom-

plished by the standard LAPACK routine SYGST [21]. The routine typically

accepts the symmetric matrix B and the Cholesky factor of C as inputs. It

then overwrites B with the upper triangular portion of the symmetric matrix

A.

In AMLS, the symmetric generalized eigenvalue problems for the sub-

structures are actually of the form:

Mφ =
1

λ
Kφ→ Aφ̂ = λ̂ φ̂ (4.14)

because K is the positive definite matrix which can be factored. Therefore, the

Cholesky factor of K is found via POTRF prior to calling SYGST. It will be

shown in the next chapter that the generalized eigensolver mode of ARPACK

requires solves in which the Cholesky factor of K is needed as well.

It is instructive to step through the problem formulation using the

Cholesky factor of K. Plugging in K = UTU gives

Mφ = λ̂ UTUφ (4.15)
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which can be multiplied on both sides by U−T to obtain

U−TMφ = λ̂ Uφ (4.16)

where λ̂ is the reciprocal of an eigenvalue of the original problem as shown in

Equation 4.14. Let Uφ = φ̂ so that φ = U−1φ̂ and the result can be written

U−TMφ = U−TMU−1φ̂ = λ̂ φ̂ (4.17)

and letting A = U−TMU−1 gives

Aφ̂ = λ̂ φ̂ (4.18)

which results in the desired standard form eigenvalue problem. Note that the

eigenvectors of the transformed problem, φ̂, are not the same as the original

eigenvectors, φ. They must be “back transformed” by producing the effect of

multiplying by U−1 via a TRSM operation.

The development of an efficient parallel version of this routine is the

focus of the work by Jack Poulson, [19], which has been referenced throughout

this thesis. The thesis cited above discusses the parallel algorithm for ESYGST

in great detail. For the purposes of the AR Driver library, ESYGST is option-

ally employed in the “standard” PARPACK driver, which will be introduced

in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Implementation: AMLS AR Driver Library

ARPACK is an open-source Lanczos eigensolver package with a unique

and flexible reverse communication interface. The parallel version of the pack-

age, PARPACK, is designed to run in parallel on distributed memory comput-

ing clusters. The term “reverse communication interface” refers to the way

in which the primary set of eigensolver routines is used. The “driver” routine

calls the eigensolver routine and checks certain output parameters in order to

determine which action to take next.

The majority of the large linear algebra operations that are required

for the Lanczos iterations are not performed by ARPACK. Instead, the eigen-

solver routine requests the result of a particular linear algebra operation which

is computed by the user and then passed as an input parameter to the rou-

tine the next time that it is called. This type of interface allows the calling

program the flexibility to compute the result in whichever way is most appro-

priate. This is particularly useful in the parallel case, where the choices of

data distribution schemes, memory management, and parallel math libraries

are totally unimpeded by the use of PARPACK as a parallel eigensolver.

ARPACK and PARPACK are very well documented packages and the
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PARPACK user manual, [12], provides all of the necessary information for

usage as well as a significant amount of background theory. The eigensolver

routines in the packages are accompanied by a post-processing routine which is

used to obtain the eigenvectors. The usage and interactions with PARPACK

and ARPACK are completely analogous, down to the naming conventions of

the routines. There are four primary routines that are used in AMLS:

• dsaupd: serial double-precision version of the symmetric eigensolver

routine

• dseupd: serial double-precision version of the post-processing routine

• pdsaupd: parallel double-precision version of the symmetric eigensolver

routine

• pdseupd: parallel double-precision version of the post-processing rou-

tine

The PARPACK routines are called in exactly the same manner as the

ARPACK routines. The difference between the parallel and the serial opera-

tions is that the Lanczos vector which is used in each iteration of the parallel

routine is split up amongst the processors of a specified MPI communicator.

PARPACK requires that the vector be distributed in block 1-D form as shown
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below:

q =



q0

q1

...

qnp−1


(5.1)

where np is the number of processors in the communicator and q0 is owned by

process 0, q1 is owned by process 1, etc.

PARPACK uses MPI to perform the necessary communications in-

volved in the Lanczos and implicitly shifted QR iterations. The pdsaupd

routine requires a number of workspace arrays as input parameters which are

used to store the Ritz vectors and Ritz values. The workspace is also used for

the temporary storage needed to perform the steps of the implicitly shifted QR

algorithm. The inner workings of the IRLM operations are generally obscured

from the user.

Once the IRLM process finishes or it requires a matrix-vector product,

the pdsaupd routine exits and returns an information array which can be

referenced to determine the proper course of action. If a matrix-vector product

is required, the user is free to perform this operation in whatever way is most

appropriate. In the AR Driver library, the vector returned from PARPACK is

redistributed from block 1-D form into an elemental distribution, from which

the matrix-vector product is computed in Elemental GEMV. The result is then

redistributed back into block 1-D form and returned to PARPACK as an input

parameter.
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The AR Driver Library is a collection of “driver” routines built to

integrate the ARPACK libraries into AMLS. The drivers perform all of the

interactions with the ARPACK reverse communication interfaces, allowing the

AMLS developer to perform a parallel eigensolve with a single function call.

There are four driver routines:

• ar std drv serial (SDRV): interfaces with dsaupd and dseupd in

standard eigensolver mode

• ar gen drv serial (GDRV): interfaces with dsaupd and dseupd in

generalized eigensolver mode

• ar std drv (PSDRV): interfaces with pdsaupd and pdseupd in stan-

dard eigensolver mode

• ar gen drv (PGDRV): interfaces with pdsaupd and pdseupd in gen-

eralized eigensolver mode

“Standard eigensolver mode” refers to the operating mode in ARPACK de-

signed to solve a standard form eigenvalue problem

Aφ̂ = λφ̂ (5.2)

such as the one above which was discussed at the end of Chapter 4. “Gener-

alized eigensolver mode” refers to the operating mode in ARPACK designed

to solve a generalized eigenvalue problem such as the one below

Mφ =
1

λ
Kφ = λ̂Kφ (5.3)
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which is the form of a typical substructure eigenvalue problem in AMLS.

The operations in the serial and parallel versions of each driver are

completely analogous. The parallel routines employ PARPACK along with the

Elemental BLAS and Elemental LAPACK libraries. The serial routines employ

ARPACK along with the standard BLAS and LAPACK libraries. Aside from

a few redistribution operations, the serial and parallel implementations of each

driver are very nearly identical. The following sections describe the standard

and generalized AR Driver routines and some of the specific issues that were

addressed in their implementation.

5.1 Standard AR Driver Routines

The parallel standard AR Driver routine interfaces with PARPACK in

standard eigensolver mode, which solves the symmetric standard form eigen-

value problem shown in Equation 5.2. This standard form of the symmetric

EVP can be obtained from the generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem,

shown in Equation 5.3, via the Elemental SYGST routine. This routine ac-

cepts the Cholesky factor of K, U , and a copy of the M matrix to form

A = U−TMU−1. Of course, this result can also be obtained with two ETRSM

operations, but ESYGST has been shown to be the faster method [19].

The pseudocode for the parallel standard driver, PSDRV, is shown in

Algorithm 5.1.1. The figure is meant to illustrate the basic operations that

are employed by the driver. The operations that compose the serial standard

driver, SDRV, are virtually identical to those represented in Algorithm 5.1.1
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with the exception of the redistribution operations. Otherwise, the pseudocode

would be identical if the parallel math operations were replaced by the corre-

sponding serial routines. The ido parameter is the “feedback” variable which

is set by the eigensolver routine. If ido is set to 1, a matrix-vector product is

computed (ipntr is pointer to the memory location of the start of the vector

to be used in the product). If ido is set to 99, the Ritz basis is complete and

the routine moves on to post-processing. If ido is set to a value other than 1

or 99, the routine exits with an error.

PARPACK requests matrix-vector products with the A matrix and

the Lanczos vector for each classical Lanczos step. If ESYGST is used, it

exploits the fact that A is symmetric and it only populates the upper half of

the matrix. This fact requires the use of a symmetric version of the matrix-

vector multiplication routine which operates with only the upper half of A.

This symmetric version, ESYMV, is a bit slower than EGEMV, so rather than

using ESYGST, there are situations in which using two ETRSM operations to

form a fully populated A can prove to be beneficial because it allows the use

of EGEMV.

Alternatively, the “action of A” can be obtained by using U and M

directly:

Ax =
(
U−TM

)
U−1x = y (5.4)

where

U−1x = w → Mw = z → U−T z = y (5.5)
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Algorithm 5.1.1: PSDRV(K,M,U, λmax)

S ← K − λmaxM ;
[U,D]← EUDU(S) ;
nmodes← Sturm(D) ;
if formA

then


if use sygst

then
{
A← ESYGST(U,M) ;

else

{
X ←MU−1 ; (ETRSM)
A← U−TX ; (ETRSM)

ido← 0 ;
while ido != 99

do



[ido, ipntr]← pdsaupd(work) ;
q ⇐ work[ipntr] (block 1D to elemental) ;
if ido == 1

then



if formA

then

{
work[ipntr]← Aq
(ESYMV/EGEMV)

else

then


w ← U−1q ; (ETRSV)
z ←Mw ; (EGEMV)
y ← U−T z ; (ETRSV)
work[ipntr]⇐ y (elemental to block 1D) ;[

Φ̂, Λ̂
]
← pdseupd ;

Φ← U−1Φ̂ (ETRSM) ;
for i← 1 to nmodes

do


λ̂i,i ← Λ̂(i, i) ;

λi,i = 1/λ̂i,i ;
Φ(:, i)← sqrt(λi,i)Φ(:, i) ;

Λ̂(i, i)← λi,i ;
return(Λ,Φ) ;
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which involves two ETRSV operations and one EGEMV operation. If only

a few eigenvectors are needed, this method is most likely more efficient than

forming the A matrix explicitly. However, as the number of eigenvectors that

is desired increases, there is a point at which forming the A matrix becomes the

less costly method. The factors that dictate which method is more efficient

include matrix size, number of desired eigenvectors, and the spacing of the

eigenvalues.

Once the desired eigenvalues have converged, the eigenvectors are ob-

tained by calling the pdseupd post-processing routine. The eigenvectors

which are returned must be “back transformed” by applying a triangle solve

with U to obtain the eigenvectors for the original problem. This results in

eigenvectors that are “stiffness normalized”, which means that ΦTKΦ = I.

This implies that

φTrKφr = 1 and φTrMφr =
1

λr
(5.6)

where λr is the rth eigenvalue and φr is the rth eigenvector . In AMLS, the

eigenvectors are required to be “mass normalized” such that ΦTMΦ = I.

Thus, after the back transformation, the eigenvectors must be multiplied by

the square root of their corresponding eigenvalues.

The preliminary performance testing discussed in Chapter 6 explores

the use of ESYGST vs. two ETRSM operations. It also examines forming A

explicitly vs. performing the action of A via ETRSV and EGEMV. A com-

parison between the performance of the standard AR Driver routines and
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the performance of the generalized AR Driver routines is also presented. The

ARPACK documentation actually recommends using the standard eigensolver

mode if one of the matrices in the generalized EVP can be factored to form A

(or produce the action of A). It will be shown that the data gathered tends

to agree with this advice.

5.2 Generalized AR Driver Routines

The parallel generalized AR Driver routine operates with PARPACK

in generalized eigensolver mode, which is designed to solve the symmetric

generalized eigenvalue problem shown below in Equation 5.7. The problem

takes this form because K is the positive definite matrix which can be factored,

rather than M . A factorization is needed because, in generalized eigensolver

mode, PARPACK is essentially using a modified version of the inverse method

for solving the generalized EVP:

Mφ =
1

λ
Kφ = λ̂Kφ (5.7)

which involves multiplying both sides of the equation by K−1

K−1Mφ = λ̂Iφ (5.8)

or equivalently, using the Cholesky factor of K

(UTU)−1Mφ = λ̂Iφ (5.9)

where K−1M = (UTU)−1M is referred to as the operator OP by PARPACK.
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The user calls the pdsaupd routine in generalized eigensolver mode,

which will exit with a return value indicating the next required operation. In

this mode, each time the routine exits, it will require either two matrix-vector

products using OP and M , or one product involving K. Once a matrix-vector

product with M is obtained, a matrix-vector product involving OP can be

accomplished via two ETRSV operations:

(UTU)−1Mx = y (5.10)

−→ Mx = z → U−T z = w → U−1w = y (5.11)

Matrix-vector products involving K are required by PARPACK after each or-

thogonalization step. Therefore, each step of the classical Lanczos process re-

quires two matrix-vector products involving K. This means that every Lanczos

vector generated requires two triangle solves and three matrix vector products.

The pseudocode for the parallel generalized AR Driver routine, PG-

DRV, is shown in Algorithm 5.2.1. As was the case for the serial and parallel

standard AR Driver routines, the operations involved in the serial generalized

driver, GDRV, are nearly identical to those shown in Algorithm 5.2.1. The

serial routine simply avoids the redistribution operations and uses serial math

libraries.

The operations involved in this method are actually quite similar to the

standard AR Driver routine when A is not formed explicitly. Each primary

iteration requires two ETRSV operations and one EGEMV operation, which

is identical to PSDRV. However, every iteration requires an additional two
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Algorithm 5.2.1: PGDRV(K,M,U, λmax)

S ← K − λmaxM ;
[U,D]← EUDU(S) ;
nmodes← Sturm(D) ;
ido← 0 ;
while ido != 99

do



[ido, ipntr]← pdsaupd(work) ;
q ⇐ work[ipntr] (block 1D to elemental) ;
if ido == 1

then


z ←Mq ; (EGEMV)
w ← U−1z ; (ETRSV)
y ← U−Tw ; (ETRSV)
work[ipntr]⇐ y (elemental to block 1D) ;

if ido == 2

then

{
z ← Kq ;
work[ipntr]← z (elemental to block 1D) ;[

Φ̂, Λ̂
]
← pdseupd ;

for i← 1 to nmodes

do


λ̂i,i ← Λ̂(i, i) ;

λi,i = 1/λ̂i,i ;
Φ(:, i)← sqrt(λi,i)Φ(:, i) ;

Λ̂(i, i)← λi,i ;
return(Λ,Φ) ;

matrix-vector products. This fact alone should indicate to the user that the

generalized eigensolver mode is most likely not as efficient as the standard

eigensolver mode.

Before drawing too many conclusions about the generalized eigensolver

mode, it is important to consider the fact that the eigenvectors found by

this method do not need to be back transformed as they do when using the
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standard eigensolver mode. This saves a single ETRSM operation at the end

of the routine. An EGEMV operation generally takes only a fraction of the

time that an ETRSM operation would take. The generalized eigensolver mode

of PARPACK was investigated for this reason. However, it is unlikely that the

back transformation process in the standard AR Driver routines would be more

costly than the additional matrix-vector products required in the generalized

drivers, particularly when the number of eigenvectors desired is significant.

This idea is investigated in the performance results discussed in Chapter 6.

Although a back transformation may not be required, it is important

to recognize that the eigenvalues of the symmetric generalized EVP that is

solved by PARPACK are, in fact, the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of the

original problem. In generalized eigensolver mode, PARPACK normalizes the

eigenvectors with respect to the K matrix, so the eigenvectors must be rescaled

by the square root of their corresponding eigenvalues exactly as they must be

in the standard case. This procedure is shown at the end of the routine shown

in Algorithm 5.2.1.

5.3 AR Driver Implementation Issues and Tuning

The AR Driver library is designed to provide a large amount of flexi-

bility in how it may be used and incorporated into AMLS. The standard and

generalized drivers provide two separate paths to a truncated eigensolution,

each with a number of runtime options. This section examines some of the is-

sues that may arise during the integration of the AR Driver library into AMLS.
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It also introduces some of the additional capabilities that may be beneficial to

add to the AR Driver library in future development.

The discussions in the previous two sections make it clear that there

are many avenues to consider when attempting to find the most efficient way

to implement a parallel Lanczos eigensolver with PARPACK. In fact, the ma-

jority of the issues discussed are common to the serial routines as well. One

of the key concerns is memory management, including the use of dynamic

memory allocation and redundant data storage. Other implementation issues

involve tuning the AR Driver library to obtain maximum performance on a

given platform. The following two subsections provide brief examinations of

some of these questions.

5.3.1 Memory Management

Many times, only half of the off-diagonal elements of symmetric ma-

trices are stored to avoid storing the redundant entries. This allows for the

use of the other half of the memory that would be allocated for the matrix

to be used as storage for other operations. This practice has been employed

in the past in some of the serial or shared-memory versions of AMLS. Storing

only the elements in the upper triangular portion of symmetric matrices is not

nearly as useful in parallel data distributions because the MPI process that

owns element A(i, j) does not, in general, own element A(j, i).

Nevertheless, operations such as ESYGST rely on the fact that the

result is symmetric, and thus only the elements in the upper half of the matrix
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are stored. The AR Driver library supports M and K matrices that are stored

in the upper portion of the matrix. In these cases, the symmetric matrix

multiplication routines ESYMM and DSYMM are used. The support for this

type of data storage is included for completeness, but it is not recommended in

the parallel case. The general parallel matrix multiplication routines tend to

be a bit more efficient than their symmetric counterparts. This is one reason

the symmetric matrix multiplication routines were not discussed in Chapter

4.

A similar issue arises in the case of very sparse matrices. All of the oper-

ations in the AR Driver library are currently assumed to be dense. However, it

is known that the leaf substructure eigenvalue problems are quite sparse. The

IRLM process preserves sparsity throughout, so it is natural to use ARPACK

and PARPACK to solve sparse large symmetric eigenvalue problems as well.

Versions of the AR Driver routines that support sparse matrix storage and

sparse linear algebra libraries will be needed to avoid unnecessary computa-

tion.

Finally, the AR Driver, EBLAS, and ELAPACK libraries currently do a

large amount of dynamic memory allocation within the routines. This is quite

different from the traditional approach of FORTRAN-based math libraries like

BLAS, LAPACK, and ARPACK, where workspace arrays are passed as input

parameters. Rather than accept a workspace, the approach taken in the AR

Driver and Elemental math libraries assumes that the user must assure that

there is enough memory currently available for a given routine to complete its
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operations. It may be desirable to add workspace parameters to these routines

in the future to avoid dynamic memory allocation within the AR Driver and

Elemental mathematics libraries.

5.3.2 Tuning the AR Driver Library

The data provided in Chapter 6 gives a basic idea of the general config-

urations currently available in the AR Driver library that appear to work best.

More comprehensive testing is needed to determine the optimal settings for

the various operating modes of ARPACK. A few of the important parameters

are shown below:

• nev - the total number of eigenvalues desired

• ncv - the total number of Lanczos vectors generated (ncv - nev is the

number of Lanczos vectors generated in each subsequent iteration of

IRLM)

• maxitr - The maximum allowed iterations (restarts) of IRLM. The num-

ber of iterations required can be quite low if ncv is high.

The maxitr parameter is not important in determining ARPACK’s

performance unless the number of restarts for a given problem becomes unac-

ceptable, in which case a shift is probably needed. These situations only arise

when the number of modes that is needed is quite large, which is not likely to

be the case in AMLS. Conversely, the selection of the ncv parameter can be an
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important factor in ARPACK performance. The number of Lanczos vectors

that is used determines how many matrix-vector products are needed for each

iteration, but it can also affect the number of iterations that are required for

convergence.

The ARPACK documentation recommends to use a value of ncv that is

greater than or equal to twice the number of eigenvectors, nev, that are desired.

If ncv = 2(nev), and nev quite small in comparison with the dimensions of the

matrices, the number of times that IRLM restarts tends to be greater than

1 and less than 20. In many situations, however, the process may not even

require restarting. Preliminary testing showed that if nev is on the order of

5% of the matrix dimension, the IRLM process with not require restarting.

This means that when nev is of this order of magnitude, 2(nev) Lanczos steps

along with nev iterations of the implicitly shifted QR algorithm are enough to

cause convergence to the desired eigenvalues without restarting the process.

When nev is much less than 5% of the matrix dimension, rather than

choosing ncv to be 2(nev), it is most likely beneficial to choose ncv such that

ncv = 2(nev) + max((nev)/5 , 4). This way, the IRLM process creates at least

4 additional Lanczos basis vectors. Recall that half of the eigenvalues produced

in the IRLM process converge to the eigenvalues of largest magnitude and the

other half converge to the eigenvalues of smallest magnitude. This means that

at least 2 unwanted eigenvalues will be converging somewhere near the de-

sired frequency range. The orthogonalization against the associated unwanted

eigenvectors enhances the convergence of the IRLM process. The method of
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choosing ncv described above is meant to reduce the number of restarts while

adding a minimal amount of matrix-vector products to the process.

Choosing ncv wisely can have a positive impact on performance. Re-

gardless of the recommendations in the ARPACK literature, the fact that the

IRLM process does not restart when nev is on the order of 5% of the ma-

trix dimension indicates that ncv is most likely too large. Experimentation

with smaller numbers of Lanczos vectors may be helpful in situations where a

significant number of eigenvectors is desired. In fact, if the number of eigenvec-

tors that is desired is large enough, the “wanted” eigenvalues can be ordered

according to their magnitude and split into two sets of sizes α and β, respec-

tively. ARPACK can be used to find the lowest α eigenvalues by operating on

K and M without shifting. The set of β eigenvalues with larger magnitudes

can be found by having ARPACK operate on the UTDU factorization which

corresponds to a shift of λmax.

Using shift strategies with ARPACK was not investigated as a part of

this work. Experimentation with employing the UTDU factorization is desired

in future extensions of this research. ARPACK also offers a shift-and-invert

eigensolver mode which was not investigated here. The AR Driver library is

meant to be a foundation on which to build the necessary Lanczos-related

tools that are required by AMLS. The results that are presented in the next

chapter provide a guideline for the ways in which the AR Driver library might

be used and improved.
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Chapter 6

Results

This chapter presents the results of several performance tests that were

undertaken on two different parallel computing platforms, Lonestar and Lego.

Lonestar is a large scale high performance computing cluster composed of 1300

computing nodes. Each node is a Dell PowerEdge 1955 blade which contains

two Xeon Intel Duo-Core 64-bit 2.66 GHz processors, making a total of 4

processing cores per node. The nodes of the cluster are connected via an

InfiniBand network infrastructure and each has 8 GB of RAM. Lego is a much

smaller cluster, composed of 6 computing nodes, each with one dual core 1.79

GHz AMD Opteron 244 processor, for a total of 2 processing cores per node.

The nodes of Lego are connected via Gigabit Ethernet.

The next section discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the

hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model introduced in Chapter 3. Perfor-

mance results from both Lonestar and Lego are presented to illustrate the

differences between the behavior of the hybrid version of Elemental GEMM

on the two platforms. Lonestar uses an MVAPICH MPI implementation along

with InfiniBand, whereas Lego uses HP MPI with Gigabit Ethernet. The re-

sults from these tests show that the success of the hybrid MPI/OpenMP model
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is very much dependent on network infrastructure and MPI implementation.

The final section presents a variety of results that are used to compare

the various configurations of the AR Driver library. Many of the implementa-

tion issues that were introduced in Chapter 5 are examined. As mentioned in

Chapter 1, AMLS is typically run on very small computing clusters. For this

reason, a maximum of 4 of Lonestar’s processing nodes (16 cores) were used

for any given test of the AR Driver library. The results of the tests are used to

highlight the considerations that one must take into account when attempting

to employ the AR Driver library in an efficient way.

6.1 Hybrid MPI/OpenMP vs. Pure MPI

In Section 3.3, a hybrid MPI/OpenMP version of matrix-matrix multi-

plication was introduced. The algorithm for a hybrid parallel implementation

of the “normal-normal” variant of GEMM was presented in Algorithm 3.3.1.

The Elemental GEMM routines that were discussed in Chapter 4 employ sim-

ilar tactics to the routines introduced in Section 3.3. Both the pure MPI and

hybrid MPI/OpenMP versions were examined. The tests on Lego used 12

processing cores on 6 computing nodes. The tests on Lonestar used a total

of 64 processing cores on 16 computing nodes. Tests on both platforms were

performed with a single MPI process on each node. Additionally, a few tests

on Lonestar were performed with two MPI processes on each node, each with

a single worker thread.

Recall that in Algorithm 3.3.1, the master thread splits up each algo-
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rithmic block into sub-blocks that are assigned to each worker thread. For this

reason, the algorithmic block size for the hybrid tests was found by multiply-

ing the algorithmic block size that was used to run the pure MPI tests by the

number of threads which were being used. There were also several higher and

lower block sizes that were used for comparison.

Several implementation issues were mentioned in Section 3.3. In partic-

ular, it was speculated that clusters with high performance networking infras-

tructure are not likely to benefit very much from a hybrid MPI/OpenMP

scheme. Additionally, it was stated that hybrid schemes on high perfor-

mance clusters that employ advanced MPI implementations like MVAPICH

are less likely to be competitive with pure MPI schemes. Alternatively, it was

suggested that clusters with relatively high-latency networking infrastructure

might benefit from a hybrid MPI/OpenMP scheme. Lonestar and Lego present

examples of each of these two computing regimes.

The performance testing results that were computed on Lonestar are

presented in Figure 6.1. Notice that the pure MPI versions are clearly the

best choice, particularly for smaller matrix sizes. The various hybrid config-

urations are labeled corresponding to the number of OpenMP threads which

were used. The simplest hybrid case used a single MPI process per node as the

master thread, along with three worker threads. The tests using 4 threads are

actually competitive with the pure MPI versions, particularly as the matrix

size becomes larger. Also note that doubling the algorithmic block size in-

creased the performance of the hybrid version when 4 threads were used. The
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hybrid EGEMM code was also run with a single thread to compare the per-

formance with the pure MPI versions. As expected, there is a certain amount

of overhead associated with the added complications of the hybrid scheme.

Figure 6.1: Hybrid MPI/OpenMP EGEMM Performance on Lonestar.

Recall that the processing cores on the nodes of Lonestar are arranged

in two sockets, each with two processing cores, which share a single chip and

networking path. It was thought that assigning individual MPI processes to

each socket on a node would be the optimal configuration for a hybrid scheme;

however, the results of the tests using 2 threads show a significant performance

penalty in this configuration. There could be several reasons for this. One is

that the work sharing between a single master thread and a single worker

thread is not very efficient. However, the performance results produced on

Lego tend to counter this argument.
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A more likely reason is that both pure MPI configuration with 64 MPI

processes and the hybrid configuration with 16 MPI processes and 4 OpenMP

threads per process, define square 2-D process grids. A hybrid configuration

with 32 MPI processes with 2 threads per process creates a rectangular process

grid that is 4 × 8. The communications in rectangular process grids quickly

become unbalanced. The “normal-normal” version of EGEMM requires equal

amounts of communication between process row teams and process column

teams. In a rectangular process grid, the process row teams are larger than

the process column teams and, therefore, the synchronization of the overall

communications can be somewhat impeded.

The performance testing results computed on Lego are shown in Fig-

ure 6.2. The comparison between the pure MPI and hybrid MPI/OpenMP

scheme on this small, high-latency platform is quite different from the results

that were observed on Lonestar. Lego has only two processing cores per node,

so a hybrid configuration with two threads is the only feasible hybrid option.

The hybrid version of EGEMM clearly performs better than the pure MPI

version on this platform. It is interesting to note that the performance of the

hybrid version appears to be slightly better when the algorithmic block size

that is used is the same as what was used for the pure MPI case. This could

indicate that an algorithmic block size of 64 is actually optimal for GEMM on

this platform.

The results computed on Lego are encouraging and indicate that the

hybrid MPI/OpenMP scheme can provide a performance boost on high-latency
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Figure 6.2: Hybrid MPI/OpenMP EGEMM Performance on Lego.

platforms. Further comparison of the hybrid and pure MPI versions of EGEMM

is needed on a variety of other computing platforms. It is possible that the

hybrid MPI/OpenMP scheme can even be beneficial on shared-memory plat-

forms that have a large amount of processors. It would be particularly desir-

able to produce results on individual IBM SP series machines, or possibly a

constellation of several of these machines networked together. Further testing

on distributed computing clusters with more than 4 cores per node will also

be needed to determine the viability of the hybrid programming model in the

future.
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6.2 ARDRIVER Performance

The Lonestar distributed computing cluster was employed for a number

of various performance tests of the AR Driver library routines. The goal of

the testing was to determine which configurations were the most effective in

the various situations in which the AR Driver library will be used in AMLS.

All testing of the parallel AR Driver routines was conducted using a pure

MPI configuration, with between 2 and 16 MPI processes. Several tests were

performed with the serial routines on a single processing core of a computing

node of Lonestar, identical to the nodes used for the parallel tests.

An initial set of tests was performed using 4 processing nodes, each

with 4 processing cores, for a total of 16 MPI processes. The initial round of

testing was used to determine which configuration of the AR Driver routines

was optimal when a small amount of eigenpairs is desired. The results of

the first test are shown in Figure 6.3, in which the generalized version and

several configurations of the standard driver were used to solve the generalized

substructure eigenvalue problem with matrix dimensions of n = 2000.

Three different configurations of the standard parallel AR Driver rou-

tine, PSDRV, were tested. Both of the ways for explicitly forming the A matrix

of the standard form EVP that were discussed in Chapter 5 were examined.

The data series titled “ESYGST” depicts the configuration which employed

the ESYGST routine to form A, whereas the data series titled “2 ETRSM”

depicts the configuration where two triangle solve operations were used to form

A instead. The data series titled “PGDRV” illustrates the performance of the
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between the run time (sec) of the various AR Driver
routines for a matrix dimension of n = 2000.

parallel generalized AR Driver routine. Finally, the series titled “Action of A”

refers to the configuration of PSDRV that does not form A explicitly; rather,

it uses ETRSV and EGEMV operations to produce the action of multiplying

by A instead.

Clearly, for a matrix dimension of n = 2000, the configuration employ-

ing two ETRSM operations is by far the best method. Using ESYGST appears

to be the second best configuration, which suggests that for relatively small

matrix sizes, forming A explicitly is most likely the best method. Figure 6.4

shows the same series of tests performed for a matrix dimension of n = 5000,

in which the behavior is a bit different. The methods that do not form A
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between the run time (sec) of the various AR Driver
routines for a matrix dimension of n = 5000.

explicitly tend to have the lowest run times when the number of eigenpairs

desired is very small. However, if more than a few eigenpairs are desired,

the configuration employing two ETRSM operations is still by far the best

method.

The results from the same series of tests performed with a matrix di-

mension of n = 10000 are shown in Figure 6.5. Note that the ESYGST

configuration for this matrix dimension is not competitive with the ETRSM

method or the “Action of A” approach. This has less to do with the speed of

ESYGST and more to do with the fact that an inefficient ESYMV must be
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between the run time (sec) of the various AR Driver
routines for a matrix dimension of n = 10000.

used if ESYGST is used to form A. Notice that the intersection of the data

series in which two ETRSM operations were employed and the data series

in which A was not formed explicitly has moved to the right in comparison

with Figure 6.4. It is expected that the number of desired eigenpairs at which

forming A explicitly becomes cost-effective would continue to increase as the

matrix size increases.

The initial round of testing showed that the generalized approach is

simply not competitive with the various configurations of the standard AR

driver routines. Similar results were observed when the generalized approach

was explored for the serial routines. Therefore, subsequent testing focused on
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the two best configurations of the standard AR Driver routines. The second

round of testing investigated the performance of the strategy employing two

ETRSM operations to form A explicitly and the approach which produces

the “action of A” via ETRSV and EGEMV. A series of tests were run on a

variety of different numbers of processing cores, for multiple numbers of desired

eigenpairs, and for several different matrix dimensions.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of run times for PSDRV when A is formed explicitly
vs. performing the action of A when n = 2000.

Figure 6.6 shows a comparison of the two strategies for a matrix di-

mension of n = 2000. The number of desired eigenpairs at which forming

A explicitly becomes the better method tends to decrease as the number of

cores that are used increases. For serial operation, the approach that does not

form A appears to be the best choice for obtaining up to 20 desired eigenpairs.

However, when 16 processing cores are used, forming A explicitly appears to
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be the better option if more than one eigenpair is desired.

There was a large jump in the run time for the approach that pro-

duces the “action of A” when 16 processing cores were used. This was most

likely due to an imbalance in the communication routines that are called by

ETRSV. The performance on numbers of processing cores that produce square

process grids, like 9 and 16, appears to be worse than the performance on the

rectangular pgrids corresponding to 8 and 15. This indicates that there is

most likely a significant amount more communication required in the process

column teams than in the process row teams. Indeed, the communications

required in ETRSV are mostly balanced between process row and process col-

umn teams with the exception of a MPI Allreduce operation over the process

column teams for each algorithmic block. Process grids which have smaller

process column teams as compared to the size of the process row teams ap-

pear to have better performance results for this approach, which relies heavily

on ETRSV.

Figure 6.7 shows the same series of tests performed with a matrix di-

mension of n = 4000. A comparison between these results and those observed

in Figure 6.6 agrees with the behavior observed in the preliminary testing:

increasing the matrix dimension increases the number of desired eigenpairs at

which forming A explicitly becomes cost-effective. This observation is further

reinforced by the results shown in Figure 6.8, in which the same series of tests

were performed with a matrix dimension of n = 8000. Notice that for the

tests using 1 or 2 processing cores, the configuration that does not form A
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of run times for PSDRV when A is formed explicitly
vs. performing the action of A when n = 4000.

explicitly is the most efficient for all of the numbers of desired eigenpairs that

were tested. Even on 4 processing cores, up to 40 eigenpairs can be obtained

more efficiently by producing the action of A than by forming A explicitly.

Clearly, for higher numbers of desired eigenpairs, PSDRV should form

A explicitly using two ETRSM operations. This is not true in the serial case,

because DSYGST and DSYMM are quite fast. In fact, they are generally

faster than using two DTRSM operations and DGEMM. The likelihood that

the lower half of a symmetric matrix will be used to store other data is much

higher in the serial case as well, making the use of DSYGST desirable. A last

round of testing was used to illustrate the scalability of the PSDRV routine

compared to the SDRV routine when larger numbers of desired eigenpairs are

needed.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of run times for PSDRV when A is formed explicitly
vs. performing the action of A when n = 8000.

Figure 6.9 shows the results from four scalability tests in which a gen-

eralized EVP with a matrix dimension of n = 8000 was solved for several

numbers of desired eigenpairs, referred to as nev in the legend of the plot.

The values of nev were chosen to be 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% of the matrix

dimension, n. The first plot in Figure 6.9 shows the run time of the four tests

that were conducted for various numbers of processing cores ranging from 1

through 16. The lower plot in Figure 6.9 shows the “speedup” for each data

series, which is simply the run time of the serial routine divided by the run

time of the parallel routine for each test.

The results show that the AR Driver library routines are not partic-

ularly scalable. The increase in performance gained from using an increased

number of processing cores is mediocre at best. This is somewhat expected
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Figure 6.9: Scalability of PSDRV for various values of nev with n = 8000 on
Lonestar.

because the Lanczos process involves so many level 2 BLAS operations. How-

ever, the goal of the development of the AR Driver library was to create a set

of routines that could provide a truncated eigensolution in a variety of parallel

computing situations. In the model reduction phase of AMLS, the Elemen-
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tal mathematics libraries will be used for many other operations in addition

to finding a truncated substructure eigensolution. The existence of a library

which can perform truncated eigensolutions on matrices which are distributed

in elemental 2-D cyclic fashion is essential in an MPI compatible version of

AMLS, regardless of the library’s scalability.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The methods and implementations that were discussed in this thesis

are intended to assist the AMLS developer in a variety of ways. The Elemen-

tal BLAS and Elemental LAPACK libraries provide a set of efficient parallel

linear algebra routines that can be employed and expanded as needed in fu-

ture versions of AMLS. The hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming model that

was presented in Chapter 3 is an interesting and promising parallel program-

ming scheme that could likely prove useful for some of the platforms on which

AMLS may be executed. The AR Driver library provides a parallel Lanczos

eigensolver capability that is essential to the completion of a MPI compatible

version of AMLS. This final chapter briefly discusses some of the conclusions

related to these topics that have been drawn over the course of this work.

7.1 Hybrid MPI/OpenMP Programming Schemes

The hybrid MPI/OpenMP programming schemes that were explored

as a part of the research presented in this thesis are interesting methods for

overcoming problems with network latency and communications bandwidth.

As high performance network hardware becomes less expensive and MPI im-
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plementations such as MVAPICH continue to develop, the advantages that

can be gained in a hybrid approach will most likely be diminished. However,

hybrid MPI/OpenMP approaches may prove to be useful as the amount of

processing cores on a given SMP machine becomes quite large.

For the purposes of AMLS, the hybrid programming model may be

simply more trouble than it is worth. The added complication involved in de-

veloping the routines is certainly one drawback. However, the biggest problem

with these methods is that they are only useful for computationally intensive

routines such as GEMM. The benefit of adding OpenMP parallelism relies on

the fact that there is a significant amount of computation that can be done

while communications are taking place simultaneously. If there are not enough

computations to keep a number of worker threads busy throughout a commu-

nication intensive routine, the advantage of a hybrid method is completely

lost. The hybrid approach most likely requires there to be easy ways to switch

between a pure MPI mode and a hybrid MPI/OpenMP mode so that a given

operation can run in the optimal mode. These complications almost certainly

make a straightforward pure MPI solution more appealing.

7.2 Elemental Mathematics Libraries

The development of a distributed Elemental matrix library along with

the Elemental mathematics libraries was an essential step toward the comple-

tion of a MPI compatible version of AMLS. These libraries offer the benefits of

elemental data distributions and a number of efficient scalable linear algebra
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routines that will be needed in many places throughout AMLS. Development

of additional routines for the Elemental math libraries will be needed before

MPI compatible AMLS can be fully operational. One of the major issues that

will have to be addressed during this process will be the improvement and

expansion of the data redistribution routines in the Elemental BLAS library.

At the current time, the only data distribution that has been formally

developed in an object-oriented manner is the 2-D cyclic elemental matrix

distribution. Partial matrix distributions and multivectors are handled as

contiguous data arrays, which requires keeping track of all related parameters

individually. It would be far better to create an object-oriented data structure

for every data distribution that is used in AMLS. The redistribution routines

could move between the data distributions in a much cleaner manner if all of

the necessary information for the two distributions was contained as a part of

the objects.

Finally, although an object-oriented approach to data redistribution

is desired, the dynamic memory allocation that is possible in object-oriented

languages like C++ can be overused. It is most likely a bit risky to allow

routines in the Elemental BLAS, Elemental LAPACK, and AR Driver libraries

to dynamically allocate memory within them. Alternatively, they should most

likely accept the memory address of a workspace that is provided by the user,

and document how much of that workspace that the routine will use. This

would require the ability to use a provided workspace as the memory pool

from which to create temporary local and distributed data distributions within
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a routine, rather than drawing this memory from the “heap” in a dynamic

allocation call.

7.3 AR Driver Library

The test results presented in the last chapter confirmed the suggestions

in the ARPACK literature that the standard eigensolver mode is the optimal

mode of operation. There are two efficient configurations of the PSDRV and

SDRV routines which form A explicitly or produce the action of A, respectively.

Producing the action of A is most likely the most efficient mode of operation

when the number of eigenpairs desired is very small compared to the size, n,

of the matrices. When a larger number of eigenpairs is desired, A should be

formed explicitly, either by two ETRSM operations in the parallel case, or

with DSYGST for the serial case.

The number of desired eigenpairs, nev, for which forming A explicitly

becomes cost effective is directly proportional to the matrix size and inversely

proportional to the number of processors that is being used. The inversely

proportional relationship is explained because forming A explicitly requires the

execution of two ETRSM operations to form A, and one EGEMV operation for

each matrix-vector product. Conversely, producing the action of A involves

two ETRSV operations and one EGEMV operation for each matrix-vector

product. As the number of processors increases, the level 3 ETRSM operations

begin to scale much better than the level 2 ETRSV operations. This effectively

reduces the penalty of the initial two ETRSM operations relative to the level
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2 ETRSV operations which must be performed at each iteration, but do not

scale well.

The results in the last chapter showed that for serial operations, pro-

ducing the action of A is the most efficient method when nev is less than or

equal to 1% of n. For 4 processing cores, producing the action of A was shown

to be the most efficient method when nev is less than or equal to 0.5% of n.

For 10 processing cores, the critical value of nev was shown to be closer to

0.25% of n. If the number of modes needed is less than 0.1% of n, it is most

likely best to produce the action of A rather than form A explicitly, regardless

of the number of processing cores that are being used.

It is hoped that the speed of convergence and scalability of the AR

Driver library routines can be improved over time through further experimen-

tation and improved techniques. Investigation of shift strategies is highly de-

sired and could significantly improve performance when nev is relatively large.

The significance of the ncv ARPACK input parameter discussed in Chapter

5 must be examined further as well. The shift and invert mode of ARPACK

may prove useful also, although it is likely that the standard eigensolver mode

is the fastest.

The AR Driver library routines and the software infrastructure on

which they are built provide a foundation from which to develop the rou-

tines which solve and make use of the substructure eigenvalue problems in

AMLS. This thesis should serve as a guideline for the use and extension of

the AR Driver library. It is also hoped that the Elemental matrix and math
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libraries will provide building blocks for the data structures and mathematical

tools needed in the development of MPI compatible AMLS. It has been the

distinct pleasure of the author to participate in the research and development

related to this work, which will hopefully prove to be useful to the great team

of researchers and developers that produce the AMLS software package.
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